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SHAKY PERIOD  
of ‘INFECTION‘ 
— ‘The SHOW  
MUST GO ON‘!

T
he project you are looking at started at a time 
when our biggest concerns were the failure of 
the most expensive Croatian film since indepen-

dence, the stagnation of funds for complementary film ac-
tivities and the diminishing presence of film criticism in the 
media. Today, after an earthquake that has shaken near-
ly a quarter of Croatia’s population and in the midst of a 
global corona virus pandemic, those worries seem like a 
jest. We do not know what awaits us, but it is clear that the 
cultural sector will end up poorly in the new cards shuf-
fling. It always does. New problems will not erase the old 
ones, but will aggravate them, and therefore: in the time 
of ‘Infection’ — ‘The Show Must Go On’! The world will  
not stop, neither should we.

HRVOJE PUKŠEC — DIRECTOR OF  
THE CROATIAN SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS
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7  In LIEU of an 
INTRODUCTION

T
he Croatian Society of Film Critics, just like the 
Croatian public in general, is facing reduced media 
coverage when it comes to film. Regardless, there 

are more films being made than ever before; there is no 
cultural, media or social platform that nowadays does not 
count on film. It does not matter if it is short, feature, docu-
mentary, animated or experimental. So film is everywhere, 
and yet, paradoxically enough, it appears that contem-
plating film is no longer amusing to the general audiences. 
Are critics writing about films the public is not interest-
ed in? Have the viewers stopped expecting films to offer 
reality-decoding algorithms? Has cinema given up? Have  
the audiences? 

I
t is impossible to provide an unambiguous answer 
to these and any other (film-related) questions. 
What we can be certain about is that film makes for 

a perfect document of a time, and as such represents both 
an extraordinary potential and a platform for reflecting 
on our surroundings, reality and the moment. Simply said, 
even when it does not talk about anything, film talks about 
something. That is why it ought to be listened to and heard. 
It ought to be taken seriously even when the film and its au-
diences have grown weary; film critics simply cannot enjoy 
that luxury. Especially when talking about Croatian cinema, 
which is barely seen in Croatia, let alone abroad. The rea-
sons are numerous, but certainly one of the most import-
ant ones is that there is very little coverage of it, especially 
in the English language. Even when the Croatian film scene 
gets discussed out in the great wide world, it is predomi-
nantly done by foreign critics and press. Consequently, it 



leads to a diminishing influence of the Croatian film criti-
cism on the international plane, the same sort of influence 
which is usually acquired through writing about what feels  
closest — namely films produced within the respective au-
thor’s culture.

F
or all of the reasons stated here, we have decid-
ed to make this bilingual publication happen, 
which also represents a certain indication of fu-

ture work of the Croatian Society of Film Critics. We 
want to and we have to write about film, and if there is 
no room for our endeavours — we will make some our-
selves. Currently, there is no media platform in Croatia 
that would continuously and weekly write about the (Cro-
atian) film, so the CSFC has a moral and professional re-
sponsibility to change that. Thinking about film, writing 
about film, insisting on film is our reality, but also our ne-
cessity because… what is a better reflection of our society 
than our overall annual film production? All of our pride, 
fears, thoughts and feelings are woven into it. We need to  
watch them, face them and attempt to explain them both 
to ourselves and to others.

HRVOJE PUKŠEC — DIRECTOR OF  
THE CROATIAN SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS

THE LAST SERB IN CROATIA

�



ORIGINAL TITLE Dnevnik Diane 
Budisavljević … YEAR 2019 … RUN-
NING TIME 88 min … COUNTRY OF 
PRODUCTION Croatia, Slovenia, 
Serbia … DIRECTED BY Dana Bu-
disavljević … WRITTEN BY Dana 
Budisavljević, Jelena Paljan … 

CAST Alma Prica, Igor Samobor, 
Mirjana Karanović, Vilim Matu-
la, Areta Ćurković, Ermin Bravo 
… PRODUCTION Hulahop, Decem-
ber, This and That Productions

9  The DIARY  
 of DIANA B. — a 
REMARKABLE 
PICTURE

WRIT T EN BY MARIJANA JAKOVLJEVIĆ

W
hen new creative practices arise in using film lan-
guage, genres, technical and technological pos-
sibilities in a moving picture, and consequently in 

national cinema as a whole, it increases the artistic lev-
el of creation, so we can truly talk about shifts in film as 
a work of art. Every authorial ingenuity that enriches the 
film is welcome.

T
he best example of this is The Diary of Diana B., a 
very particular film directed and co-written by Da-
na Budisavljević. She was the well-deserved win-

ner at the Pula Film Festival, the best Croatian film ac-
cording to the jury, the critics and the viewers. It must be 
noted that this is the first feature film, or more precisely 
feature-length docu-fiction, by the experienced and suc-

cessful documentarian and 
editor Dana Budisavljević. 
She is the first woman to be 
awarded the Grand Golden 
Arena for Best Festival Film 
and the second woman to win 
the Golden Arena for Best Di-
rector since Croatia’s inde-
pendence. The film won two 
more Golden Arenas: one was 
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awarded to Marko Ferković for Best Editing and the oth-
er to the brothers Alen and Nenad Sinkauz for Best Mu-
sic. It also received the Golden Gate of Pula and a film 
critics’ award by the international organization FEDEORA. 
After Pula, the film continued to win big at festivals both 
in Croatia and abroad. A significant number of viewers, 
over 30,000, watched the film in Croatian theaters, but al-
so abroad, especially in Croatia’s neighboring countries.

T
he film’s tagline ‘A True Story about the Best Peo-
ple in the Worst Times’ immediately draws atten-
tion to very important and very sensitive historical 

events. Its title, on the other hand, addresses the topic, i.e. 
the extremely important work and personality of the great 
humanitarian Diana Budisavljević, unjustly barely known, 
shown right at the beginning of her completely voluntary 
and selfless efforts in saving Serbian and Jewish children 
from concentration camps in the Nazi-occupied Croatia 
during World War II .

T
he fictional part of the film is based on Diana Bu-
disavljević’s diary, which has recently been found 
and published. She was an Austrian Catholic mar-

ried to Julije Budisavljević, a renowned Orthodox doctor 
from Zagreb, and a woman who saw all people as being 
equal and who cared about every human being, especial-
ly children. Due to the highly sensitive subject, historical 
research was conducted over the course of several years. 
The organizational credit for that goes to the production 
house Hulahop, which took care of the production and 
now deals with the distribution of the film. The filmmaker 
Dana Budisavljević succeeded in creating a very precise, 
thoughtful and subtle representation of tragic events, 
free from ideological affiliations, and in skillfully building 
the plot of the film. Moreover, she managed to graceful-
ly connect the fictional and the documentary genres with 
archive footage and photographs, making exceptional 
poetic and aesthetic shifts and creating a remarkable film 
that is a work of art. 



T
he film is a potent, very moving and shocking dra-
ma shot in black-and-white, which proved to be 
truly appropriate. The fictional part evokes the 

past, with Diana’s character played by the actress Alma 
Prica. The documentary part is set in the present mo-
ment. It shows the testimonies of four elderly people who 
survived a concentration camp when they were children: 
Živko Zelenbrz, Nada Vlaisavljević, Milorad Jandrić and 
Zorka Janjanin, who, unfortunately, passed away in the 
meantime. The film also contains shocking archive foot-
age and photographs taken during the period of saving 
children from concentration camps, on which we can also 
see brief shots of Diana Budisavljević.

T
he film is characterized by a very dedicated, bal-
anced, subtle and minimalist artistic signature, 
which — along with the director’s poetics of skill-

fully and almost seamlessly merging and intertwining the 
fictional with the documentary and the archive photo-
graphs — also has an articulate aesthetic dimension. This 
can especially be seen in Jasenko Rasol’s skillful, impres-
sive and even poetic cinematography. It especially stands 
out in the documentary parts and its deep focus shots 
with several planes of action and foggy gray nuances. It is 
in these shots that the four witnesses recall the past. Par-
ticularly moving are Živko’s testimony, who does not know 
any personal data about himself, and Nada’s, to whom as 
a child the building of the concentration camp appeared 
as big as a castle. Children’s innocent eyes see different-
ly, and this makes the present encounter with that space 
even more painful. This part of the film is the best and vi-
sually the most beautiful.

H
ow well the film actually did in rescuing the brave 
and quiet humanitarian Diana Budisavljević from 
oblivion and in showing her selfless work, could 

be seen on last year’s Zagreb Film Festival. The films in the 
PLUS programme, which is dedicated to high school pu-
pils and other youths, are, in fact, chosen by one group 



of high school pupils, while their peers act as jury mem-
bers. They showed their maturity first by including the 
film The Diary of Diana B. in the program, but especial-
ly by surprising everyone and declaring it the winner. In 
their explanation, they mentioned that this film had left 
the best impression ‘due to its unique story, visual rep-
resentation and cast’. Also, they would recommend it ‘to 
all generations for its strong and thought-provoking mes-
sage. The director’s remarkable signature inspires and 
captures the viewers.’ Indeed, schools are now willing to  
show it to their pupils.

T
his attitude foretells a bright future for our young 
people both regarding their lives and how they 
will judge the art of filmmaking as movie buffs. In 

the same way, Dana Budisavljević’s remarkable film shows 
that it is possible to make a change, a step forward in cre-
ating a first-rate cinematic artwork comprised of different 
film components, and build a strong film authorship by 
working hard and nurturing one’s talent. We can be grate-
ful and look forward to her next films.

TRANSLAT ED BY ERIKA ROŠA

ALMA PRICA IN THE DIARY OF DIANA B.

�



ORIGINAL TITLE Posljednji Srbin 
u Hrvatskoj … YEAR 2019 … RUN-
NING TIME 90’ … COUNTRY OF 
PRODUCTION Croatia, Serbia 
… DIRECTED BY Predrag Ličina 
… WRITTEN BY Predrag Ličina … 

CAST Krešimir Mikić, Hristina 
Popović, Tihana Lazović, Dado 
Ćosić, Bojan Navojec … PRODUC-
TION Kinorama, Art & Popcorn 

13 The LAST SERB  
 in CROATIA  
— a WITTY  
 and COMPLEX 
RETHINKING  
 of the NATIONAL

WRITTEN BY TOMISLAV ČEGIR

A
 zombie comedy with a science-fiction twist set 
in an intricate social context, titled The Last Serb 
in Croatia (Posljednji Srbin u Hrvatskoj), is a debut 

feature by Predrag Ličina, a filmmaker whose CV includes a 
great number of music videos, 
several television documenta-
ries, television series Nedjel-
jom ujutro, subotom navečer 
(‘Sunday Mornings, Saturday 
Evenings’, 15 ×  26’,  HRT,  Croa-
tia, 2012) and a short film Tele-
port Zovko (17’, Kinorama, Cro-
atia, 2013). In the series and the 
short alike, Ličina keeps his distance from the oh-so-en-
trenched postulates of the Croatian television and cine-
ma mainstream. And now in his feature debut, the distance 
kept remains unchanged.

T
he Last Serb in Croatia takes place in Croatia sev-
en years after its bankruptcy, a country with its 
population nearly halved, mostly due to emigra-

tion and the stark gap between the rich and the poor. Now 
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that water has become an invaluable commodity, in order 
to seize its resources, the representatives of the greatest 
world powers decide to inject the zombie-turning virus in-
to humanity. In such new, perilous circumstances, a loosely 
connected group of characters are fleeing Zagreb, set on 
moving to rural Croatia, in a bid to survive. The party con-
sists of a wealthy man Milan Motika (Krešimir Mikić), ac-
tress Franka Anić (Hristina Popović), nationalist Maks (Da-
do Ćosić) and a business woman Vesna (Tihana Lazović). 
However, as it turns out, Motika is also the son of the larg-
est owner of water springs, the actress is a star known for 
her role as the national treasure, Hrvojka Horvat, the Cro-
atian superwoman, the nationalist is not of ‘pure’ blood, 
while the business woman is a villain, having assisted the 
powers that be in the introduction of the virus.

T
he motif of displacement is essential to the film; 
the characters are on perpetual move, with three 
main, limited spaces crucial for the advancement 

of the plot and for pushing the plot to its climax. A hospi-
tal in Zagreb where the central group is formed, a Serbian 
family residence of the Drakulas, and a refugee camp led by 
people of Slovenian nationality; the characters’ expedition 
through these spaces is accompanied and interrupted with 
segments of a radio show host reporting on the situation, 
shots of the satellite in space which the world leaders reside 
on, and scenes from Sweden where scientists are trying to 
develop a serum. It is a dynamic plot-driven film where the 
central group are shaped and defined through the dangers 
they encounter, motivated by their desire to stay alive. We 
also get to know them through their mutual interactions 
and relations to other minor characters, like the two gay 
medical workers at the hospital, the Drakula couple at their 
farm, or the staff and the refugees at the camp.

I
f we take it that zombie-themed horror films are 
in fact usually construed as social commentaries, 
aimed at highlighting the anomalies and negativ-

ities of society, The Last Serb in Croatia does not seem 



to be an exception here. In the geopolitical arena of for-
mer Yugoslavia, burdened by inter-national differenc-
es and contradictions, this film establishes a rethinking of 
national identities, with a rich and eventful history come 
to life — and it does this in a very witty and complex way. 
No punches pulled here; no one is spared from the clev-
er critique, neither Croats, nor Serbs; neither Slovenians 
nor Bosniaks. And while the ironic treatment of Slove-
nia (with plans of the Great Slovenia) and Bosnia remains 
quite straightforward, Ličina goes deeper and more per-
sonal in his representation of Croats and Serbs, ironically 
twisting even their core nationalist beliefs (Croatia with its 
supposed origins, dating back to the 7th century, and the 
Serbian myth of the Serbian domination on the Balkans) . 
Furthermore, the only ones who seem to be resistant to 
the zombie-virus are people of Serbian nationality living 
in Croatia, as if they were (to use the Drakulas’ words) the 
heavenly people. The matters are only made worse when 
a serum is developed. Aptly called SERBUM, the side effect 
of the drug is zombies being turned into Neo-Serbs, their 
even more dangerous kind. In order not to reduce such an 
approach to a single national point of view, Ličina made in-
teresting casting choices; so the Croatian actor Mikić here 
plays a Serbian character, while the Serbian actress Popo-
vić’s character is the Croatian superhero, with Bosnia-born 
Ćosić assigned the role of a Croatian nationalist etc.

I
n a context as intricate as this, informed by genre 
filmmaking, The Last Serb in Croatia is great chiefly 
owing to the approach and signature style of Pre-

drag Ličina, and excellent performances from most actors, 
but also thanks to the hard work of the rest of the crew. 
The editing is meticulous, its special and visual effects are 
well-done, the photography is evocative, the costume and 
set design in perfect sync, with remarkable make-up and, of 
course, exquisite original soundtrack. When everything fits 
together, the nuanced performances of the actors can re-
ally take the stage (Hristina Popović is exceptionally good), 
and it is easier to go beyond the confines of the script. Ličina 



never succumbs to triviality; the nationalist context is not 
exploited for the sake of superficial jokes or exaggerated 
bluntness. Medium long shots are heavily used, and there 
is painstaking attention to details. In addition, his work with 
actors is never rigid — one can see they are allowed to ful-
ly immerse themselves in the roles they have — and his de-
piction of violence is never too graphic, instead focused 
on its rhetoric quality, making the viewers think. He em-
phasises the humour without taking away from the drama, 
and the emotional impact does not fall prey to his loyalty 
to the genre. Lastly, the critique is neatly incorporated in  
the film as a whole. 

A
nd this is not even all of it. The Last Serb in Croatia 
is one of the best genre films in Croatian cinema, 
at the very least of this decade. Also, I feel it is one 

of the most important and finest films of this year in gener-
al, right there with another, perhaps slightly more achieved 
feature debut — one by Dana Budisavljević, The Diary of 
Diana B. (Dnevnik Diane Budisavljević) . This is a giant leap 
for Croatian cinema in general and Predrag Ličina’s oeuvre 
in particular. Our only hope is that it will not take him too 
long to film his next project.

TRANSLATED BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

DADO ĆOSIĆ IN THE LAST SERB IN CROATIA

�



ORIGINAL TITLE Gener-
al … YEAR 2019 … RUNNING 
TIME 145’; 8 episodes × 50’ 
… COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION 
Croatia … DIRECTED BY Antun 
Vrdoljak … WRITTEN BY Antun 
Vrdoljak … CAST Goran Višn-
jić, Mustafa Nadarević, Tar-
ik Filipović, Goran Navojec, 
Boris Svrtan, Nataša Janjić 
… PRODUCTION Kiklop film 
/ Hrvatska radiotelevizija

17 GENERAL —  
 is THERE SUCH  
 a THING as a  
STATE-BUILDING 
NATIONAL 
NARRATIVE  
 in CINEMA?

WRIT T EN BY DRAGAN JURAK

E
ver since it premiered at last year’s Pula Film Fes-
tival, Antun Vrdoljak’s General continues to raise 
many questions; the first one was regarding the pro-

duction costs of the biopic about general Ante Gotovina, 
and then there were many wondering about the number of 
people from the Vrdoljak (extended) family on the closing 
credits, the controversial director’s capability of managing 
a project of such magnitude in his late years, the possibili-
ty and the impossibility of General getting its victory dance 
in Pula, various ideological and historiographic aspects of 

making a biopic, and about ev-
erything which remains unspo-
ken as well as any ideological in-
terpretations therein… However, 
after General was broadcast as 
a TV series, running almost simul-
taneously on the first and third 
channels of the Croatian televi-
sion, HRT, the real question seems 
to be this: is there, in fact, such a 
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thing as a state-building narrative in Croatian cinema?

A
ccording to many online news sites, the General se-
ries has united our country — mainly because all of 
Croatia is shaking with laughter. The age-old ques-

tion among Croats, ‘Where were you in ‘91?’, now had a new 
answer; ‘At Kaufland’, owing to Kaufland’s billboard being 
visible in one frame of Gotovina’s arrival to Zagreb during 
the war in 1991. (The German hypermarket chain Kaufland 
would open its first store in Croatia somewhat later, in 2001, 
and in Karlovac.)

W
hen my colleague Nenad Polimac compared An-
tun Vrdoljak’s TV series to a popular Croatian 
soap opera, Lara’s Choice (Larin izbor, Nova TV, 

2011 – 2013), Jelena Veljača, who was the screenwriter of 
the soap opera, took that as an insult. Vrdoljak’s ‘pseu-
do-nationalist’ series apparently had nothing in common 
with a soap opera which, during its television run, sup-
ported the LGBT community and brought feminist ideas 
into the public conversation, working to combat violence 
against women, and which praised the antifascist strug-
gles, while criticizing the fascist nostalgia.

I
n short, the film and the series — which were 
meant as part of the fundamental discourse of 
the nation-building ideology in power — became 

a laughing stock within weeks of its theatrical release, and 
particularly at the time of its television broadcast. We 
soon had a new favourite pastime on our hands: a gen-
eral cross-(social)-media search for the best goofs, while 
trying to come up with the wittiest and the most sarcastic 
comments. While, according to some estimates, more than 
sixty percent of the people who voted in the first round 
of presidential elections — which were held at the same 
time when the series began broadcasting — opted for one 
of the so-called state-building, right-wing and conserva-
tive options, the general consensus regarding the General  
remained — tragicomic.



N
o research has been done on the audience re-
actions to the series, so it might be ungrateful to 
make any conclusions about what the viewers ac-

tually thought or how they experienced the series. How-
ever, at the same time, there does not seem to exist a sin-
gle comment about the film and series that would be even 
remotely positive, neither online, nor in any other media, 
including one from Ante Gotovina himself, who flouted 
the tradition, when he avoided praising the film crew in 
his opinion of the film-turned-series.

T
he phenomenon of the Croatian state-building 
narrative in feature films dates back to early 90’s 
and Oja Kodar’s war film, Time for… (Vrijeme za…, 

1993) and the ‘dissemination of the truth about the Cro-
atian Homeland War’, pushed forward with a number of 
films evaluated as self-victimizing trash or as national-
ist bleak trash. This trend continued until the end of the 
90’s, when Neven Hitrec came out with his Madonna (Bo-
gorodica, 1999), a film which Vrdoljak himself was very hap-
py with, saying that now — at long last — we had ‘a prop-
er film about the Homeland War’. Almost thirty years after 
the start of the war and the formation of our state, Gener-
al is here to bring the state-building discourse to its climax. 
And it seems to reflect all the ambiguities of the genre. On 
the one hand, there is an understandable need — not just 
by the elite in power, but also by society as such — to dis-
cuss the war and the establishment of our state, but on the 
other hand, there is any cinematic representation of such a 
hyper-narrative seems completely devoid of power.

W
hy such a hyper-narrative does not seem to be 
working for almost thirty years now is not simple to 
answer. Many closely interconnected factors relat-

ed to its implementation and ideology come into play here. 
How acceptable can such a discourse actually be when it 
paints the nation as historically impeccable and the state 
as a pseudo-religious category? How efficient can the no-
tions of propaganda as propaganda be, of national exclu-



sivity as such, of the truth as truthful? In other words, what 
is up with the idea of propaganda served as a nationally ex-
clusive truth?

W
hy the state-building hyper-narrative is so dysfunc-
tional, is first and foremost because our time is up 
for hyper-narratives. The time is also up for Stalin-

ist epics and Maoist film operas: the Russian national dis-
course of today entails action films, while China has fantasy 
blockbusters. Time is also up for North Korean propagan-
da films that used to be screened to a frantic extent across 
Eastern German barracks. In Croatia, though, it is as if the 
state-building discourse — discounting several genre films 
by Kristijan Milić — cannot think outside the shabby box of 
things done so many times before.

I
n the series General, everything seems fake: from 
the powder on Goran Višnjić’s face and awkward 
military actions, all the way to the statements of 

love to their mothers as well as their motherland. Every-
thing boils down to sentimentality, national folklore, con-
descension and mythomania, and everybody just seems to 
talk too much. Some address the sea, some the homeland 
or the Almighty, and some, like Mustafa Nadarević as Gen-
eral Bobetko, or even Antun Vrdoljak as director-screen-
writer-dialogue writer, address someone or something out-
side the frame, be it history, or the viewer.

I
t would prove too gargantuan a task to list all the 
goofs, logical errors and ambiguities, all the im-
plausible, tragi-comic or simply corny and gau-

dy moments from the series and the film. But discuss-
ing select details, segments, plot devices or storylines of 
the film, or even the film as such, seems to be missing the 
point. Sure, we can laugh when Tarik Filipović as Admi-
ral Davorin Domazet Lošo makes a remark about Gotovi-
na’s Livno frontline’s plan (’It’s a sector-type modular sys-
tem!’). We can describe General as a hagiography. We can 
discuss the film as is, with no regard to the cinematic, po-



litical and ideological context. But this is not about An-
tun Vrdoljak making a bad film about the Homeland in his 
late age. It is about the fact that a true state-building dis-
course has never been established that would be general-
ly accepted and approved by canonical national cinema.

O
ne could say that the state-building discourse is 
but a skewed picture of the war years; or, rather, 
that it shows the real picture of a pseudo-histo-

ry nurtured by the state-building elites in power. Howev-
er, one could also argue that General is a film that does not 
exist. What defines it the most is its inability to constitute a 
state-building discourse; not that which has been exposed 
and visible, but that which is mysteriously absent.

TR ANS L ATED  BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

GORAN VIŠNJIĆ IN GENERAL
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ORIGINAL TITLE F20 … YEAR 2018 … 

RUNNING TIME 90’ … COUNTRY OF 
PRODUCTION Croatia … DIRECTED BY 
Arsen Anton Ostojić … WRITTEN BY 
Hrvoje Sadarić … CAST Filip Mayer, 
Romina Tonković, Mladen Vulić, La-
na Ujević, Alen Liverić … PRODUCTION 
Filmosaurus Rex, Gripfilm, Inter-
film, CineCro, Embrio Productions 

22 F20 —  
 a JOURNEY  
 into MADNESS

WRITTEN BY KREŠIMIR KOŠUTIĆ

W
riting about genre is not simple. The term is nei-
ther easy to define, nor is it unambiguous. So in 
Croatian film theory, there are film types (Cro-

atian ‘rod’, in literal translation, ‘gender’ or ‘genus’) and 
there are genres, although the latter is a loanword taken 
from French, from the word genre, which, again, signifies 
‘type’ or ‘form’. Film types represent general, basic cat-
egories in cinema which assists us in discerning key dif-
ferences between various films. In general, six types are 
usually delineated, namely fiction (narrative) films, docu-
mentaries, animated films, educational films, propaganda 
(promotional), and experimental cinema, whereas genre 
is, on the other hand, treated as a subcategory usually ap-
plied to fiction films.

T
he slope becomes even more slippery once we 
consider the critical reception of genres through-
out history. It depends, naturally, on what used to 

be perceived as genre at a specific point in time, as well as 
who it was that critically evaluated its aesthetics. There-
fore, to generalise is to re-
duce. Moreover, it would 
not be off the mark to say 
that certain social and in-
tellectual circles, for exam-
ple, deemed specific liter-
ature and film genres less 
important than other — or, 
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possibly even, less valuable, especially if they were dis-
missed as trivial or lowbrow public-pleasing art, as op-
posed to the proclaimed highbrow art, which holds great-
er aesthetic value.

T
he situation becomes even more intricate in prac-
tice, since there is rarely a case of pure genre; 
films often incorporate an interplay of elements 

from more genres. Furthermore, when it comes to narra-
tive art, be it in form of novels or feature films, how they 
connect these elements into a whole is essential for the 
interpretation. The motif of murder, for example, can set 
the plot in motion in an Agatha Christie detective nov-
el (possibly all of them) as well as the socio-psychological 
world of, for example, Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky’s 
Crime and Punishment. However, while Agatha Christie’s 
novels stress the mystery element of the murder to be 
solved, Dostoevsky is more interested in the social, moral 
and spiritual implications of crime.

I
n the past few decades, and perhaps contrary to 
the general impression, there have been some 
genre films made in Croatia. And then some. 

Still, upon closer inspection, it becomes clear that these 
are mostly comedies and dramas, with input from other 
genres (like crime) in varying degrees, but even then the 
social or psychological aspects typical for drama are giv-
en prominence. If how the story is being told is also tak-
en into account, i.e. the type of narrative focus, we can 
see that classical characterization, mainly by means of 
dialogue and verbal confrontation, is overrepresented. 
Characterization by means of action — which would more 
or less be a feature of hardcore genre filmmaking — is still  
extremely rare.

T
his caught the attention of Hrvoje Sadarić, an am-
ateur screenwriter with a degree in political sci-
ence who works as a clerk in the Croatian Parlia-

ment, when he decided to write the script for his film F20 



about ten years ago. The same script that would catch di-
rector Arsen Anton Ostojić’s eye in one competition later 
on and who would make a film based on it many years lat-
er. In one interview, Sadarić notes that his intention was 
to create an interesting narrative that would step back 
from the socio-political context most Croatian films are 
drenched in. It would simply entertain the audience in a 
pure genre language. Roughly speaking, F20  might be clas-
sified as a psychological thriller. But is it a successful one, 
and is that what it really is or could it, in fact, be catego-
rised as something else? All of these questions will be an-
swered shortly.

T
he plot is quite simple: Martina (Romina Tonković) 
and Irena (Lana Ujević) are friends and students 
with plans to go to the fabled party haven Zrće 

on Pag for a couple of days. However, Martina’s father is 
strict (her mother died when she was but a child) and he 
does not approve of her intention. He demands that she 
spend her summer vacation helping him out at his pizze-
ria. In the meantime, Martina meets a mysterious young 
man Filip (Filip Mayer), a regular customer at Martina’s 
pizza place (’To tell you the truth, my friend, if it weren’t 
for him, we’d be ruined’, as Martina’s father Mate (Mladen 
Vulić) tells his friend, Baja the policeman (Alen Liverić)). 
Martina delivers the pizzas because the delivery guy is on 
holiday. And as is usual in psychological thrillers, it turns 
out that Filip is not what it says on the tin, that is to say, a 
polite, kind and introverted boy. Or, maybe, that is some-
thing we have known from the very beginning?

N
ot sure where to start with this film, but what F20 
does show, at any rate, is how hard it is to first write 
and then direct a, let’s say, psychological thriller. 

In F20, everything is turned on its head, with little possibil-
ity of it all being the author’s intention. The film begins at 
a party in Zrće with a text stating the diagnostic classifica-
tion of schizophrenia, alongside its code as per the Inter-
national Statistical Classification of Diseases (i.e. F20). It 



does not take long, though, to figure out which character 
it refers to, hindering any possibility of suspense. Neither 
are there any thrilling elements present in this thriller; the 
film is directed in a way not much different than a typical 
drama. A number of exposition-laden flashbacks only vi-
sually slightly separated from the main storyline (some-
times, not even then) make the film difficult to follow and 
relate to in a way essential for thrillers.

C
riminal acts are conspicuously absent from the 
film up until its second half; for the most of the 
time, it is not much more than a psychological-so-

cial drama about two young people (a girl who lost her 
mother and helps her father make ends meet, and an in-
troverted, asocial boy). In other words, it is all that screen-
writer Sadarić sought to avoid.

T
he scrip is, sadly, very badly executed. The genre 
codes are changed helter-skelter, somewhere be-
tween a youth film and a parody (hard to say if in-

tentional), about two hypersexual girlfriends who twist 
gender expectations upside-down, until it devolves into a 
complete mess, with no possibility of a return to its thrill-
er roots (as in, for example, Eli Roth’s Knock Knock, USA/
Chile/Israel, 2015). Social and psychological elements are 
added to the mix, before it becomes a crime chase film, 
only to end as a thriller or, rather, horror. The problem 
here is that there is nothing natural about it; these tran-
sitions take place in an exceptionally clumsy manner, the 
characters change their behaviour by surprise, practically 
within the same frame, or they disappear from the film in 
ways most bizarre, as if lost by a careless parent in a shop-
ping mall full of ideas.

A
nd when everything is upside-down, it is diffi-
cult to talk about the direction or acting. Actu-
ally, F20 could be described, for the most part, 

as a trashy film. As film critic Nenad Polimac puts it, 
F20  ’simplifies genre forms, disregards the standards of 



good taste (in film; added by the author), and gratifies 
itself with scenes of sex and violence’, and it represents 
’a journey into madness with no plan of escape to nor-
malcy’. His words provide a convenient end to my review 
of a film whose title evokes schizophrenia, a condition 
that is not found in the film. Or, rather, not found in any  
of the characters.

TR ANS L ATED  BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

LANA UJEVIĆ IN F20
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ORIGINAL TITLE Lada Kamenski … 

YEAR 2018 … RUNNING TIME 75’ … 

COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION Croatia 
… DIRECTED BY Sara Hribar, Mar-
ko Šantić … WRITTEN BY Sara Hrib-
ar … CAST Frano Mašković, Nataša 
Dorčić, Ksenija Marinković, Do-
ris Šarić-Kukuljica … PRODUCTION 
Sekvenca, Peglanje snova, Antitalent 

27 LADA  
KAMENSKI  
— FEMALE 
WORKERS 
CAUGHT in  
 the SYSTEMIC 
INJUSTICE 
INHERENT to  
FREE MARKET

WRIT T EN BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

M
oney is one of the greatest ironies of art, cinema 
as exceptionally expensive form in particular. If we 
consider Picasso’s world-renowned proto-cubist oil 

painting The Young Ladies of Avignon (or as Picasso called it, 
The Brothel of Avignon), the five nude female figures, depict-
ed in disjointed angles and shapes, may be from the work-
ing and much scorned-upon class. Today, however, as they 
find themselves housed at the MOMA, New York, their worth 
is estimated to more than a billion USD. However far Croa-

tian cinema is from such fig-
ures, Lada Kamenski posi-
tions itself in a very similar 
class gap. Preparing to make 
a film about the tragic disso-
lution of the once-success-
ful Kamensko textile factory 
in post-war Croatia, the di-
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rector invites three acclaimed actresses for an informal re-
hearsal into his sleek house in Zagreb, with best cheese and 
Moroccan wine to offer. What is more, the director’s per-
spective on the plight of the factory — founded in Lika at 
the end of World War II, only to become a poignant symbol 
in the mythology of contemporary Croatia, of failed privat-
ization processes and an industry in shambles — is only sec-
ondhand, based on the stories he had heard from his aunt, a 
former worker at Kamensko, a woman who could get a taste 
of Morocco probably only in newspapers.

T
he acting trio are initially not aware that the re-
hearsal is a competition of sorts. Very much like the 
script in the film, which revolves around three work-

ers who stand as ‘the greatest support and greatest com-
petition to each other’, where only one among them will 
continue working, the director has to choose which of the 
actresses will assume the leading role. These profession-
als, who thought it beneath them to even do the audition 
required, find themselves in the position where they have 
to prove their worth and, what is more, they have to do it 
before a man. For they know all too well that good and re-
spectable roles for women are the unicorns of the motion 
picture industry in Croatia and beyond. Hribar and Šan-
tić do not shy away from social criticism, never too glaring, 
but insidiously imprinted into often witty (meta)remarks. 
Pity for many young talented actresses, as one observes, 
a comment which might as well be applied to the brain-
drained Croatia as a whole.

T
he sparks start flying as the film workers attempt to 
find their own way to the role, be it by relying on their 
sexual energy, resorting to provocations (‘Don’t they 

teach that at the Academy?’) or simply retreating. In addi-
tion, with the names of characters being same as the real, 
true names of the actresses, this metatextual play becomes 
the lifeblood of Lada Kamenski. Ksenija Marinković, Doris 
Šarić-Kukuljica and Nataša Dorčić are self-assured and bold 
in their performances and, as the night wears on, their per-



sonal lives and personalities seem to dominate the screen-
play. Acting becomes difficult to distinguish from (enact-
ed) reality; the script within a script and this reality, the film 
within a film. They all intermingle with no clear borders be-
tween them. The table read explodes into a (meta)fictional 
ego clash. Now that they all have to fight over the same role, 
it becomes clear that these women — save for their profes-
sion — have nothing in common. A sense of the collective, so 
essential for workers’ rights, seems completely unattainable. 
Vitriolic remarks and quips are many and ever personal, and 
it does not help in the slightest that the director’s reaction to 
the chick fight he caused is passive and insecure.

T
he issue of Kamensko, and the problems of an op-
pressed working class, become something of a vi-
sual fetish; narrative-wise, these all depend now on 

the filmmaker’s judgement. However, his apparently male 
screenplay does not have the final word here; it is only sec-
ondary to the supra-textual one, one by Hribar, centred 
on the fundamental moment of pre-production: casting. It 
proves a perfect playground for examining (and magnifying) 
the position of workers in late capitalism, seeing that casting 
is not just contingent on a creative decision in a vacuum, de-
void of any morals, politics or discrimination; in the context 
of the entire industry, the casting process is necessarily an 
enactment of the gender- and market-based competition.

F
ree market is built on a strict and ultimately unfair 
calculation of the worth of labour. Art here is only 
a more sophisticated word for industry and, with-

in that industry, the idea stands as the main currency. As 
such, not even ideas can be removed from the given socio-
economic categories and opportunities. At the end of it, 
everyone needs to pay their bills and — if we consider the 
logistics of artistics expression — cover the costs of mate-
rials and equipment; colours, brushes, lighting or cameras. 
In such a neoliberalist scene, collective action is not as im-
portant. Acting, in fact, is an individualist affair by nature, a 
discipline that always assumes a competition of sorts, the 



casting, which can depend upon the talent, experience, 
marketability or something completely different. There are 
no clear-cut or even moderately defined rules. Nataša, Do-
ris and Ksenija find themselves trapped in such uncertain-
ty, coupled with perpetual hesitation and mutual goading.

I
t is an undisputable fact here, though, that the three 
women are, when push comes to shove, members 
of the same community. However disunited in their 

actions and thoughts — recalling Picasso’s ladies where 
each is shown in its own uniquely proto-cubist shape and 
style — the three actresses all belong together, on both the 
social and the cinematic levels. Little by little, each manag-
es to turn against the director in their own way, while resist-
ing the constraints of the text itself and, thus, developing 
a sense of unity. Unfortunately, be it hundreds of workers 
of the Kamensko factory who persisted and continued go-
ing to work for seven months, hoping for their pay, or the 
three actresses that struggle for a sense of control over the 
situation, their victory remains, best case scenario, moral 
gain. The position of women-workers everywhere — and so 
in the bordel of Croatian cinema too — is dictated more by 
systemic injustice, and less by individual responsibility.

TRANS L ATED  BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

KSENIJA MARINKOVIĆ, NATAŠA DORČIĆ AND  
DORIS ŠARIĆ-KUKULJICA IN LADA KAMENSKI
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31 MY GRANDPA 
IS an ALIEN, 
SUMMERHOUSE  
 and LADA 
KAMENSKI — 
PROGRESS MADE  
 in CROATIAN 
FEATURE FILMS

WRITTEN BY MARIJANA JAKOVLJEVIĆ

L
ast year saw great change in Croatian cinema, par-
ticularly with respect to the innovative application of 
technology and minimalist directorial approaches.

T
he first sci-fi feature film for children in post-war 
Croatia was made, My Grandpa Is an Alien (Moj 
dida je pao s Marsa), directed by Dražen Žarković 

and Marina Andree Škop, who also did the editing. State-
of-the-art filming technologies and techniques were used. 
The film has the best visual and special effects than any 
other Croatian film before, and it even incorporates a 
completely CGI-sequence indicative of a thriving film in-
dustry. That said, the film has been co-produced in six Eu-
ropean countries, which contributed to the final result. 
The animated sequence is the work of Michal Straus, the 
design of the endearing robot is of Dodo Zdenko Bašić’s 
making, while engineers from the Czech Republic made 
the robot. Sven Pepeonik is the director of photography.



ORIGINAL TITLE Moj dida je pao 
s Marsa … YEAR 2019 … RUNNING 
TIME 75’ … COUNTRY OF PRODUC-
TION Croatia, Slovenia, Czech 
Republic, Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina, Luxembourg, Slovakia, Nor-
way … DIRECTED BY Marina Andree 
Škop, Dražen Žarković … WRITTEN 
BY Irena Krčelić, Branko Ružić, 
Pavlica Bajsić … CAST Lana Hran-
jec, Ozren Grabarić, Alex Rakoš, 
Nils Ole Oftebro … PRODUCTION 
Studio dim; Senca Stidio, Master-
Film, Fabrika, Wady Films, Artileria, 
Filmbin, Hrvatska radiotelevizija

ORIGINAL TITLE Ljetnikovac … 

YEAR 2018 … RUNNING TIME 74’ … 

COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION Croa-
tian … DIRECTED BY Damir Čučić 
… WRITTEN BY Damir Čučić … CAST 
Vojin Perić, Marina Redžepović, 
Damir Radić, Krunoslav Heidler 
… PRODUCTION Spiritus movens

ORIGINAL TITLE Lada Kamens-
ki … YEAR 2018 … RUNNING TIME 
75’ … COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION 
Croatia … DIRECTED BY Sara 
Hribar, Marko Šantić … WRIT-
TEN BY Sara Hribar … CAST Frano 
Mašković, Nataša Dorčić, Kseni-
ja Marinković, Doris Šarić-Kukul-
jica … PRODUCTION Sekven-
ca, Peglanje snova, Antitalent

Y
oung Lana Hranjec is a perfect fit for the char-
acter of Una, who spends her entire screen time 
talking to and socializing with Dodo the robot, 

who was voiced by actor Ozren Grabarić. Their interac-
tion was very demanding and, also, successful. The film 
stars acclaimed foreign actors, although the speaking 
parts were dubbed to Croatian, but their popularity in 
their native countries contributed to film ratings in given 
regions. They are Nils Ole Ofterbo, Norwegian actor play-
ing the Grandpa, and Petra Polnišova, a Slovakian ac-
tress giving voice to Granpa’s daughter and Una’s mother. 
There are universal themes in the film, such as friendship, 
a sense of community, sacri-
fice made for love, and 
peer violence. The screen-
play is loosely based on Ire-
na Krčelić’s short story and 
it lacks dramatic clarity in its  
culmination.

T
he technological 
achievement of the 
film was recognized 

by the jury at Pula Film Fes-
tival, awarding it two Gold-
en Arenas — one for visual 
effects, one for cinematog-
raphy. The film has been sho-
wn on many international 
festivals and it has received 
several awards. Since it is a 
genre sci-fi film, adventur-
ous as is family-orientated, 
its visual splendour is more 
than welcome, as it appeals 
to children, and especially 
pre-teens that the filmmak-
ers had in mind while making  
the film.
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T
he creative team at Studio Dim, the Croatian pro-
duction in charge, prepared and published educa-
tional materials for work at school, as part of film 

and media literacy programmes, which is quite commend-
able. Working on films for children is a particularly respon-
sible task, and any such work is something everyone is look-
ing forward to, children and grown-ups alike, as it is perfect 
for families. It calls for watching the film together and dis-
cussing it afterwards. It would be great if there were more 
good feature films for children and youth in the future.

I
t is also worthwhile mentioning two feature films 
which were shown in 2019, although filmed in 2018, 
which made Croatia cinema richer with their in-

dividualist uses of cinematic language, whereby they dis-
tanced themselves from the usual authorial attitude of 
Croatian directors, at the same time giving the film an ex-
ceptional filmmaking and artistic touch. Their minimalist 
approaches helped create impressive films; small produc-
tions that grew big.

S
ummerhouse by the director and screenwriter 
Damir Čučić is an example of an interesting and 
well-structured film, a triptych made in an exqui-

site and meticulous documentary style, edited and act-
ed masterfully, visually made very pleasing. The framing is 
particularly good, with predominantly static, long shots. 
Boris Poljak’s camera and Slaven Zečević’s editing add up 
to a worthwhile experience. It was partly produced by the 
Spiritus movens production.

L
ada Kamenski by the director duo Marko Šantić 
and Sara Hribar, who also wrote the film, is very sub-
tle and spontaneous in its transition into an inter-

esting meta-film about the opportunities in our cinema, an-
chored in the screenplay with (auto)biographical elements 
as informed by the participants in the film themselves. The 
incredible acting and improvising of the cast — Doris Šarić 
Kukuljica, Nataša Dorčić, Ksenija Marinković and Frano 



Mašković — show the depth of their acting skills and ded-
ication to the roles they plan, on film as well as in life. Vid 
Adam Hribar is the author of the beautiful and appropri-
ate soundtrack. The film was produced by Sekvenca and 
it got many awards in Croatia and abroad. The issues that 
workers at Kamensko factory faced and are facing, how-
ever, which served as the incentive to make the film Lada 
Kamenski, await another socially engaged film, where the 
workers would be in leading roles.

TRANSLAT ED BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

LANA HRANJEC IN MY GRANDPA IS AN ALIEN

VOJIN PERIĆ IN SUMMERHOUSE
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35 DIY YEAR of  
 the CROATIAN  
MUSIC VIDEO: 
KANDŽIJA ,  
AKLEA NEON,  
NINA ROMIĆ and 
PORTO MORTO

WRITTEN BY IGOR JURILJ

T
he obvious upsurge in digital media has reshaped 
the modes of consumption of publicly shared con-
tent in the past decade, repurposing the multime-

dia Internet platforms into sources. In just the last several 
years, YouTube has surpassed its initial premise of sharing 
personal, but predominantly impractical, video content in 
favor of the music industry. Consequently, the participatory 
culture comprised of anonymous consumers has respond-
ed with constructive deconstructions of what is largely con-
sumed. Grading theoretical knowledge and its gradual doc-
umenting before a camera of specific human practices, in 
the literal sense of the word, enabled the shaping of a new 
variety of the cultural principle known as DIY (do it your-
self) . In itself, the practice now encompasses the totality 
of human activity. Nowadays, platforms such as YouTube, 
customized to meet the multimedia-inclined user’s needs, 
offer templates, instructions, steps, and demonstrations of 
the desired product production: from craft beer, fashion 
tricks & tips, culinary recipes, complex algebra problem 



solving, assembling personalized and customized cellular 
phones, to the process of (amateur) music and film pro-
duction, namely the production of music videos.

T
he skillshare culture has modelled artists as Billie 
Eilish, American singer-songwriter who has recent-
ly turned 18 and who wrote and produced her de-

but album. It was made from the confines of her high school 
classroom with the help of her older brother of four years. 
Her long play debut When We All Fall Asleep, Where Do We 
Go (2019) broke the Grammys’ record for the youngest mu-
sician to win the most relevant awards. Eilish was nominat-
ed in the four leading Grammy categories (and eventually 
won them) based merely on what she had been consuming 
musically from the platform. She forged her craft endlessly 
watching those most successful, only to shape her album mi-
nutely as a reflection of the consumed DIY music videos. Ei-
lish eventually became the most successful Spotify artist of 
2019. Her success is unattainable for artists coming from the 
Croatian economic-political environment, yet fresh names 
on the scene like pocket palma (former Side Project) are the 
best example of the contemporary assertiveness within a 
genre and studio production based on the artists’ own prin-
ciples, finally shared in the aforementioned manner. Howev-
er, not even the electro-pop duo, or synth-wave, if you will, 
have shaped their auteur poetics, thus focusing only on the 
musical, and not the presentational element. 

I
n that regard, contemporary and fresh names catch 
up with them, names that expand the singer-song-
writer to total authorship, even when it comes to 

presentational-propaganda modes, namely the ones in 
music videos. In the era of meticulously designed video 
games for big formats, films, and series on demand, which 
are now more affordable and practical to consume, the In-
ternet has enabled and then created independent sources 
of entertainment and art production. The widespread me-
dia and technical accessibility of the digital era has result-
ed in the birth of the DIY culture 2.0, defined by the simplic-



KANDŽIJA

ity of approach, which massively eliminates the need for a 
mediator, and thus enables creators to enjoy larger auton-
omy over their own craft.

A
s a space of decentralization that recognizes the 
lucrative potential of fads and trends, the Inter-
net generates practical channels designed for a 

plethora of users with different professional and interest 
backgrounds. They can reach potential audiences in a less 
mediated and expensive manner, which in return instantly 
provides them with feedback on the form and content of a 
product. The year 2019 proved that money as a creative cur-
rency is secondary to the participatory culture propelled 
and motivated by financial limitations. Stjepko Galović aka 
Kandžija is a prime example of Croatian authorship, and 
as such, potentially the most sound representative of an-
ti-systemic social satirists. 

H
aving been a ‘master of his own’ for a number of 
years now, the independent Pannonian hip-hop 
artist authored some of the most coherent Cro-

atian music videos. The clarity of his visuals, avoiding cli-
chés in editing and photography typical of the outdated 
but present Croatian music video aesthetics, demonstrat-
ed how ’how to’ can become ’as if’. In other words, the au-
thor’s personal music and cinematic interests are trans-
posed onto his video production having the desired effect 
of a high budget, behind which one would assume stands 
the music industry. Such appearance showcases his music 
videos as Gesamtkunstwerk, a complete work of art that 
fuses spectacle, theatre, film, and music.

KANDŽIJA

K
andžija translates his writer’s cynicism and satire 
into a film script, whereby he utilizes photography 
to literally convey his text and intention, thus giving 

the effect of an animated or extended meme--a cross-me-
dially and culturally replicated (political) idea.



H
is videos are successful correctives of the Croatian 
social-political condition and mentality. He achieves 
his ideas through incongruity of the spoken word 

(sung) through lyrics and shown (depicted) through photog-
raphy, composition, and lyrical/cinematic subject. Kandži-
ja’s aesthetics are based on the continuous pseudo-nostal-
gic palimpsest as a metaphor of the cosmetically improved 
system of hyper potentiated maladies of the national past 
that virtually impede progress. In the past year he stood out, 
thanks to his two videos Državna Sisa (eng. State Tits)  and 
Magična Butra (eng. Magical Chick), which heavily parody 
the transposed Yugoslav mentality of clientelism onto the 
contemporary Croatian society of parasites who ’suck’ the 
’state tits’. As a procedure, it is a direct realization of a nation-
al metaphor, or a colloquial idiom. Meanwhile, he actualizes 
the conceptual taboo by flirting with visual censorship, re-
placing female nipples with the inviting, puckered and sing-
ing lips, open to all consumers of good will. 

K
andžija’s subversive visual potential rests on the ex-
plicit, directing the viewer to the national ideologi-
cal and cultural absurdities. He visually feeds daily 

socio-political phenomena to a culturally semi-literate cit-
izen of Croatia. His directorial decisions are based on the 
aesthetics of literal depiction. Therefore, he appears as a 
middle-class social critic, and at the same time as a wacky 
clown for those blinded by the ideology. The State Tits and 
Magical Chick appropriate the templates of the remix cul-
ture, feigning nostalgia that would, for example, become 
an integral and authentic element of the musical and cine-
matic tissue of Porto Morto. However, Kandžija’s visual and 
metaphorical remix regularly serves irony and subversion 
as a direct funnel of opinions coming from his online audi-
ences. Furthermore, he modifies genre conventions of his 
more successful international inspirations. As an aged mil-
lennial, Kandžija sprouted from the MySpace culture that 
propagated the DIY principle and posed himself as a suc-
cessful example of a user-creator as a vital part of the con-
temporary music production paradigm. 



AKLEA NEON

T
he Big Bang of 2019 was caused by Aklea Neon, 
an Osijek-born singer-songwriter with the un-
doubtedly biggest work ethic on the Croatian 

music scene of last year. The songstress debuted in Janu-
ary of 2019 with ’Da mi je,’ a song whose constituent parts 
are defying classical genre labels. The first single was fol-
lowed by a video-collage of her travel diaries from Brazil, 
in which she travelled on a motorcycle with her digital no-
mad partner. The young couple have documented their 
journey with cameras that are practical to use (Go Pro, a 
drone, and DSLR Canon 5D) and captured intimate, but al-
so documentary-like shots, which correlate to the poetics 
of the singer. Using his digital nomad experience, defined 
by self-made travel-footage from the motorcycle, her part-
ner used his low budget equipment as a rhythmic instru-
ment in shaping the (future) video of a flickering structure. 
Authenticity of experience and artisanship is Akela’s artis-
tic currency, while exoticim is her visual-rhetorical argu-
ment; these extend into her later music videos, especial-
ly the video for What I Want. This video, which was filmed 
in Peru by the same dual and independent production, vi-
sually actualizes the nomadic tendencies and aspirations 
of the musician whose lyricism is based on the equivalent 
philosophy.

T
he long, full, and extreme wide shorts of the South 
American landscapes are contrasted with exotic 
details and woven together with the classical, auto 

representational performative shots of herself, which con-
firms her rejection of the classical narrative tendencies. Ak-
lea uses her own character in videos as a manifestation of 
rhythm and beat in perpetual motion where the dancer be-
comes the dance, but also as a visual bridge or glue in the 
editing process. The author does not steer away from lay-
ing bare the device and sporadic rawness of representa-
tion, thus potentiating and defending her own authenticity. 
Such tendencies were recognized and approved by her au-

AKLEA NEON



NINA ROMIĆ

diences, as proved by the relevant digital statistics. Finally, 
the media and labels have noticed the momentum which 
resulted in an obvious talent hunt. 

NINA ROMIĆ

T
he Croatian veteran songstress Nina Romić, who 
is not inclined toward gender labels when it comes 
to her craft, uses her music to propagate univer-

salism, radical openness, and connection. The same val-
ues are highlighted in her visual signature, which regularly 
dances on the edges of sweet nostalgia and psychedel-
ic surrealism, evoking the artist Josebe Elroza. The mu-
sic scene is familiar with the resoluteness of the author’s 
expression, which is in itself rigid towards labels and ex-
pectations of the audiences. As with Kandžija, such an 
approach enables her to be a master of her own. At the 
same time, like Aklea, Romić shares her passion with her 
husband Marko Nakić, who is responsible for channelling 
and polishing her poetic vision in the language of imag-
es. In the past year, Romić released a single video for the 
song ’Crno’ (eng. ’Black’), which appeared on her current 
studio album Sloboda (eng. Freedom), and later on on the 
all-female compilation Femme Nouvelle, alongside the 
previously mentioned Aklea Neon. 

P
sychedelic collage with the hints of sacred imagery 
is in a deliberate contrast with the morbid lyrics of 
the song which speaks about the demon of depres-

sion. Meanwhile, she sweetly evokes the spirit of Georges 
Méliès’ fantastic, reflected in the animation, pale color pal-
ette, and a spectrum of vintage motifs. At times, her visu-
al number occasionally echoes Constructivism marked by 
the two-dimensional composing of graphic excerpts.

N
on-verbal elements further amplify the premise 
based on lyrics, swiftly avoiding banalities and lit-
eral conveyance, which are, on the other hand, a 

political weapon for Kandžija. Animated images of a uto-



PORTO MORTO

pia undoubtedly stem from her previous engagement with 
the psychedelic band Pridjevi, which she had fronted up 
until motherhood, when she returned to being a solo act. 

PORTO MORTO

T
he last chosen name of the DIY aesthetic that 
marked 2019 in Croatian music video produc-
tion is Porto Morto--a collective of musicians 

whose current domination over the alternative scene 
is absolutely justified and deserved. Their last year’s ef-
forts prove that the formative period in their vision, eth-
ics, poetics, lyricism, studio work, and in front of the cam-
era is behind them. Porto Morto leans on the nostalgic 
mode of postmodernism in order to summon their audi-
tory and visual inspirations from the realm of music. Their 
expression is a fusion of the Yugoslav New Wave names, 
from Idoli to Haustor. The influence is nowadays fur-
ther strengthened when the frontman of the band, Roko 
Crnić, plays the bass alongside Darko Rundek, the former  
vocalist of Idoli.

T
he year was rounded off by the nostalgic, but at-
tractively bizarre music video for the song ’Hodaj’ 
(eng. ’Walk!’) made entirely by the collective. Crnić 

here played the role of both the scenarist and director as a 
music virtuoso who clearly directs according to the music 
principles of the song itself. The rhythm of the composition 
defines the structure of editing, while the music elements 
define the composition of his shots. Using the popular ret-
ro-effects and filters, namely the pale and somewhat tint-
ed photography, he illustrates the contemporary melan-
choly contrasted with elements of gag-based humor. In 
the video featuring Darko Rundek himself, the band hints 
at psychedelia as their poetic leitmotif, which does not in-
vite the viewer to pretentiously read into it, thus reflecting 
their freshness and authenticity, regardless of their hip-
ster aesthetic usually defined by pretentious referencing. 
With one foot deliberately in the banal, Porto Morto lyri-



cally and visually achieve their comic potential in this vid-
eo without a classical narrative premise, and successfully 
avoid slipping into the trivial. Autoreferentiality of visual 
elements strengthens their visual signature, which Crnić 
puts on a symbolic journey saturated with unrealized sus-
pense. In doing so, the viewers see that the musical struc-
ture is at the core of their work, while the representational 
modes serve for entertaining purposes. Crnić’s directori-
al signature is, therefore, bold and clear, with the accent 
on music as the dominant matter. Visual content here is 
merely a subjugated illustration.

TR ANSLAT ED BY IGOR JURILJ

PORTO MORTO
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44  The RISE of  
 the CROATIAN 
ANIMATED  
PUPPET

WRIT T EN BY BOŽIDAR TRKULJA

H
owever unfathomable it may sound, there were al-
most as many Croatian puppet films made in the 
last year as there had been in the past century. Al-

though there were more films made in 2018, last year was, 
without doubt, a very successful one for Croatian anima-
tion. About ten exciting and excellent productions were 
made, getting great reactions on national and world festi-
vals alike, delighting audiences and even, more specifical-
ly, many juries around the world. It was a year of great va-
riety, in terms of the aesthetics and experimentations as 
well as directorial approaches, with added refinement to 
all animation techniques.

P
articularly popular were puppets in stop-mo-
tion, with three successful titles made, similar in 
topic, yet quite different in their genesis: Imbued 

Life (Udahnut život, 12’, Bonobostudio) by Ivana Bošn-
jak and Thomas Johnson, Misplaced Memories (Zagublje-
na sjećanja, 6’, ADU/Zagreb film) by Ivana Radić, and The 
Unusual Bath of Mister Otmar (Neobična kupka gospodi-
na Otmara, 15’, Croatian Association of Digital Artists —  
HUDU/Psychiatric Hospital Vrapče, Croatian Association 
for Psychosocial Help) by Niko Radas.

F
urthermore, as yet another evidence of the value of 
the stop-motion puppet film form, Croatian Film 
Association published a book titled The Cinema 



Puppet with support from Croatian Film Directors’ Guild. 
It was written by author and film theorist Midhat Ajanović, 
and it traces the history of world puppet animation in all 
segments of its development.

S
tarting from the earliest beginnings, dating back 
to the 17th and 18th century mechanical puppets, 
Ajanović’s research is all-encompassing, from the 

stop-motion films made by the British filmmaker and the 
pioneer of animation, Arthur Melbourne-Cooper, all the 
way to contemporary filmmakers such as Henry Selick 
and Nick Park. Ajanović discusses important segments in 
the manufacturing process of dolls, and their acting, al-
so touching upon animated films in general. He does not 
neglect to mention Croatian authors as well, particular-
ly the puppet animation scene which appeared and blos-
somed in the past ten years, before becoming one of the 
most prominent fields in Croatian animation.

A
mid the few names mentioned in the book, of peo-
ple who have left their mark on the film puppetry 
scene, are — much deservedly — Ivana Bošnjak 

and Thomas Johnson, a directing-animation couple be-
hind some of the most successful puppet films in Croa-
tian cinema to date. There was Simulacra (Bonobostu-
dio) in 2014, a film where labyrinthine mirror hallways are 
traversed in search of a story, delivered from the point of 
view of a young man looking for his beginning and his end 
of ends. The filmmaking duo returned with Imbued Life in 
2019. Keeping to the same aesthetics, and with the same 
opulent sensibility for scenographic details, they elevat-
ed their already fine animation and embarked on a forest 
journey and a story about a young woman’s connection to 
the nature’s life energy. The return of taxidermal animals 
into their natural habitat, coupled with surreal moments 
reflecting the internal state of the protagonist, mesh to-
gether in a brooding film which has been acknowledged 
by many festival selection committees as well as festival 
juries around the world.



T
he forestial environment is also the setting in Iva-
na Radić’s surreal and horror-imbued Misplaced 
Memories, which was produced as a graduate stu-

dent film. The filmmaker places her protagonist in a cabin 
in the woods, far from the real world, to make him face his 
violent, wild nature, and to show that even rabbits can be 
brutal and not-at-all the plant-eating creatures we know 
them to be. The protagonist is well-designed and it is im-
pressive how well it executed the acting specific to roles 
riddled with mental health issues. Even if a bit confus-
ing and, at its essence, not entirely clear in its intent, Mis-
placed Memories truly is a memorable puppet animation 
that keep the suspense going until the very end.

A
nother remarkable, noteworthy film of puppets, 
with a very unique origin, is The Unusual Bath 
of Mister Otmar by filmmaker and art therapist 

Niko Radas. It is a story about Mister Otmar who is taken 
to court because he simply does not conform to the im-
posed social norms, after which he is sent to a psychiatric 
institution where he should ‘collect his marbles’ and come 
to a socially acceptable lifestyle. Somewhere in between 
the protagonist’s defiance to the greying surroundings and 
his conflict with a society that does not tolerate colours, 
there is a subtle love story to be told. It motivates and in-
spires a sense of hope in the individual, with ever clear-
er possibility to be everything he wants to be, plans to be, 
and can be, without being fettered and dismissed by oth-
er people’s hardened beliefs. The film was made with the 
patients at the Psychiatric Hospital Vrapče as part of an 
art therapy workshop, and it was inspired by Otmar P, a 
fascinating patient at the Hospital, and his texts about the 
society of that time which were published in the hospital, 
patient-run magazine Vrapčanska Koreja in the 1950’s.

A
nd as for the previous century, it is worth noting 
that a total of four puppet films were made; there 
at the end of the 1950’s and the beginning of the 

1960’s, and one in mid-90’s, and that was more or less all 



there was, where films done in such technique are con-
cerned, until the start of the 21st century. In other words, 
there were almost as many puppet films made last year as 
in the previous century as a whole. It may seem unbeliev-
able, but our renowned Zagreb School of Animated Films 
has always been focused on hand-drawn animation. The 
reason for this is not necessarily because the filmmakers 
did not want to try out the technique or because the tradi-
tionally hand-drawn films of reduced animation became a 
staple of Croatian animation. It was rather technological 
in nature. Still, even today, when the equipment neces-
sary for making such a film is made readily available, film-
makers need more experience and they need to connect 
more before they can use it well. If anything, these past 
ten years are a proof of that.

TRANS L ATED  BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

IMBUED LIFE

THE UNUSUAL BATH OF MISTER OTMAR
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ORIGINAL TITLE HAK – Ako piješ, ne 
vozi! … YEAR 2019 … RUNNING TIME 12’’ 
… COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION Croatia 
… DIRECTED BY Karlo Špoljar … PRO-
DUCTION independent author/HAK 

ORIGINAL TITLE 3. rujna 2015. … 

YEAR 2018 … Duration 9’ … COUN-
TRY OF PRODUCTION Croatia … DI-
RECTED BY Sara Jurinčić … WRITTEN 
BY Sara Jurinčić … PRODUCTION Re-
start – Škola dokumentarnog filma 

48 NON-PROFES-
SIONAL FILMS  
— a FIELD EVER 
VIBRANT, EVER 
ACTIVE and in  
EVER GREATER 
NUMBERS

WRIT T EN BY JANKO HEIDL

A
s it usually goes, the media-shunned field of 
non-professional films was as vibrant and active in 
2019 as ever, with audio-visual works produced in 

such great numbers that not even the most ardent among 
us would be able to keep up with. Many of these were films 
made by young and not-so-young filmmakers trying out the 
world filmmaking, surrounded by like-minded people as part 
of some sort of formal training programmes — be it via stud-
ies, renowned workshops and courses, film clubs etc. — all 
with the aim and in hope of becoming professionals in the 

near future. Then there are 
countless others, produced 
as part of leisure workshops 
which feel almost inciden-
tal (though not necessarily 
unsound), films made ‘just 
for the sake of it’ within sin-
gle-day programmes, or in 
but a few hours. These are 
mostly aimed at children as 
well as the curiously delin-

ORIGINAL TITLE HAK – Ako piješ, ne 
vozi! … YEAR 2019 … RUNNING TIME 12’’ 
… COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION Croatia 
… DIRECTED BY Karlo Špoljar … PRO-
DUCTION independent author/HAK 

ORIGINAL TITLE 3. rujna 2015. … 

YEAR 2018 … Duration 9’ … COUN-
TRY OF PRODUCTION Croatia … DI-
RECTED BY Sara Jurinčić … WRITTEN 
BY Sara Jurinčić … PRODUCTION Re-
start – Škola dokumentarnog filma 



eated ‘54+’ age group (why the exact age distinction, one is 
left to wonder). There is, indeed, much to learn there, but 
its primary function remains socialization and creativity in 
the elated, casual and no-strings-attached sense, formed 
in the play with tools of audio-visual production.

A
nd this is not even taking into account a huge num-
ber of digital and smartphone apps (e.g. the cur-
rently hot TikTok) allowing first-graders — if not 

preschool children — to piece together a 15-second film 
practically with their eyes closed under a single minute, 
often while simultaneously doing something else as well. 
All of this just to have fun with their friends or to send a 
message of such format, without a moment’s reflection 
on the fact that they have created a small moving picture. 
And even in these small moving pictures, there is a lot to 
be discovered. There are even some really admirable piec-
es from time to time, marked by exceptional conciseness 
and imaginative thinking inspired by default application 
limitations. And sometimes, for a brief moment, the small 
picture will attract a fair share of virtual attention, only to 
disappear from circulation in the next moment. Although 
immortalized (at least, so long as the concrete medium is 
around) in the material (i.e. virtual) sense, these films end 
up mostly forgotten, even by the maker who ascribes no 
greater importance to this cinematic act than would be 
afforded to a squeaky slide ride.

W
ithout going into the specific traits of TikTok and 
other similar platforms, it is safe to say that one of 
the most impressive films of 2019, be it an accident 

or not, in great part evokes the TikTokian compulsory (by 
accident or not) school of conciseness. HAK — Don’t Drink 
and Drive! (HAK — Ako piješ, ne vozi!)  was made by 19-year-
old Karlo Špoljar for the Croatian Autoclub’s competition 
Ten golden road safety rules, where it took the win, rightful-
ly so. The promotional video is ingenious in its simplicity; 
many a viewer will think it as the most obvious and logical 
solution, yet it is a solution that no one else would think 



of, or even be able to acknowledge, until they see it do-
ne by someone else. A monochrome can — bland and un-
marked, shot practically from only two angles and in two 
frames, against a neutral, plain background — is much 
more than just a beer container; the can also becomes a 
straightforward and yet layered representation of the per-
son under the influence, of the impacted vehicle, as well 
as the injured individual. And with just a few almost liter-
al metaphors-come-synecdoches in picture and sound, 
the twelve seconds become a perfect fit for a caution-
ary tale about the risk of alcohol consumption in traffic. 
Very impressive and well-articulated in its intent! The cool 
gray-silver of the can, the laid-bare narrative/symbolism 
of physical harm, the rhythmic meticulousness, as well as 
moderation in the use of visual elements (the reflection of 
the blue rotating light of the ambulance/police/fire truck, 
for example, makes for a discreet but unmistakable pres-
ence, without being too literal); these elements take on a 
tragic and unpleasant note in this short segment. Would it 
seem an exaggeration if one claimed that the young film-
maker has not made a single mistake here, and that this 
represents a masterful expression true to its purpose?

I
n the past few years, we have come to expect excel-
lent and not-at-all-beginner films from first-timers at-
tending the Restart production’s four-month Doc-

umentary Film School, at times even at the very top in the 
annual national production, in all genres, forms and lengths. 
Last year’s (8th) edition of the School gave us at least two 
marvellous shorts, the touching Escape Route (Mjesto za 
bijeg)  by Lucija Ana Ilijić and the self-deprecating Proba-
bly Dead (Sigurno mrtvi)  by Ivan Grgur, which the under-
signed has already reviewed for the portal Dokumentarni.
net. Let us not forget to mention — and partly because we 
skipped 2018 in review on this website — a first-rate film 
from Restart’s School from two years ago, the documen-
tary-experimental-animated film September 3, 2015 (3. ru-
jna 2015) by Sara Jurinčić, a film that continued to attract 
attention in 2019 as well.



V
ery much like Escape Route, September 3, 2015 pres-
ents an intense, autobiographical examination of 
the youngish filmmaker’s relationship with her fa-

ther. In its three-part structure — the dramatic, visual and 
representational — Jurinčić starts with a more-or-less con-
ventional, stable introduction, leafing through the papers 
and reading article headlines out loud for reconstructive 
purposes, before it unfolds into an arresting associative 
chaos of collage animation in picture and collage snippets 
of words and sentences in sound. When it reaches its emo-
tional climax, featuring only barely discernible fragments of 
real-life audio (translated into subtitles) and a hidden cam-
era that affords us with a dirty image hard to decipher, there 
is loads of interference and noise than what can be clearly 
experienced. She shows the feelings of confusion she expe-
riences stood before a problematic father in a very pecu-
liar and memorable way, not succumbing to the pressure of 
(unspoken) formal rules, but instead pickinh apart phrases 
and expressions which seem the most appropriate at the 
time of speaking. With no holdbacks. By daring to demon-
strate their most intimate feelings, Ilijić and Jurinčić engage 
with what really concerns them the most, creating brilliant 
shorts in the process. Should they continue working with 
film, their inspiration will hopefully not wane once (and it is 
probably only a matter of time) they take up some less per-
sonal subjects.

TRANSLAT ED BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

HAK — DON´T DRINK AND DRIVE!
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52 DOCUMENTARY 
MYTHS or: on a 
FEW CROATIAN 
DOCUMENTA- 
RIES from 2019

WRITTEN BY NINO KOVAČIĆ

W
hen average viewers are asked to tell the main dif-
ference between documentaries and fiction films, 
their responses almost always go along the lines that 

documentaries talk about something that really happened. 
This realness they mention is related to the impression that, 
here, everyday life is being recorded, that the events are nev-
er staged, rather that it all happens at the point of filming, in 
a continuous and unique fashion. This realness is general-
ly equated with a more general concept of truth. Such faith 
in documentary truth (stereo)typically stems from television 
documentary formats where a linear narration grounded in 
facts runs the show, in order to make clearer the description 
and argumentation surrounding certain events or phenom-
ena, and any participants that more credible. Such docu-
mentaries — which are similar to investigational reporting 
or even old film chronicles (i.e. news) once screened in cine-
mas before film screenings — dissect past events in the light 
of whatever took place afterwards, i.e. framed by interpreta-
tions and repercussions that came only later.

O
ne could say that documentaries are like myths 
in the way that they relate to the truth, which first 
and foremost can be considered from two angles: 

the truthfulness of a myth lies in its allegorical dimension, 



or somewhere below the layers of real event takes. Doc-
umentary films featuring traditional storytelling, though, 
can be associated with the second point of view regard-
ing the truth in myths: the reality gets perverted due to the 
very nature of the medium; that is, because of the tem-
poral and spatial distortion integral to editing and, even 
before that, with every decision made regarding what is 
filmed. This means that any representation of past events 
in this sense is necessarily only a recording made by the 
filmmaker, defined by a specific point of view, which is 
something that every film student learns in their first year 
at university.

W
hy the long introduction, you might wonder, for 
a few recent national documentaries? Perhaps it 
stems from my need — formed over many years of 

evaluating documentaries — to clarify, once more, and pri-
marily to myself, what makes a documentary interesting 
and valuable with respect to its artistic skills, when judge-
ments are already passed, based on the viewer’s general 
impression. Besides, when it comes to cinema as practice, 
there is still much to gather from returning to some funda-
mental questions.

T
he two documentaries that garnered most atten-
tion, as some like to say, with ‘the public & the me-
dia’ in the last year are structured primarily, albeit 

not completely as typical narrative films. The Diary of Di-
ana B (Dnevnik Diane Budisavljević, Croatia/Slovenia/Ser-
bia, Hulahop/December/This and That Productions, 88’, 
2019) by Dana Budisavljević made a grand slam at Pula Film 
Festival, pulling in, what is for a documentary an extraordi-
narily large cinema audiences. The plot is to be thanked for 
this, contemplating current political attitudes regarding 
the period and protagonists shown in the film, alongside 
the emotional intensity of the event (it was, after all, a mat-
ter of life and death). By combining fictional segments with 
interviews with people who witnessed the event, as well as 
an occasional input of archival footage, Budisavljević tells 



the story in a straightforward, honest manner, with a clear 
stance, much in the vein of conventional Holocaust films, 
film that appeared in multitudes in many cinemas around 
the world, from Claude Lanzmann’s monumental Shoah 
(France/UK, 1985) onwards. And truly, where old stories of 
heroism are concerned, which the living need so, there is 
not much room for ambivalence.

T
he second film is Andrej Korovljev’s Tusta (Croatia/
Serbia/Macedonia, Factum/Wake Up Films/Za-
greb Film/Award Film & Video, 2019), a film which 

was a long time coming and long awaited, particularly by 
the loyal fanbase of the band KUD Idijoti who Tusta was a 
member of, but also by his natives from Pula and Istria, by 
factory workers at the Pula shipyard Uljanik, by punks and 
rockers and punk rockers alike, as well as everyone who 
consider Branko Črnac Tusta to be an emblem of certain 
life values. Although the film was named after the late sing-
er, genre-wise, it is less of a biopic aimed at showing Tus-
ta in a more intimate and formally more complex light than 
ever before, and more of a rockumentary about the rise 
and fall of the band, with concurrent episodes from Tus-
ta’s life, informed by the local pop-political context. It is al-
so a trajectory much harder to balance, a trajectory which, 
for example, not even the much more experienced Jarmus-
ch succeeded at executing in his recent Gimme Danger 
(USA, 2016) with the (still living) Iggy Pop. This film consoli-
dates the mythology of KUD Idijoti, first of all thanks to their 
image as politic rebels, thereby expanding their fan circle 
in a symbolic way, touching even those that never had the 
chance to hear them live.

T
he Diary of Diana B. and Tusta are, of course, auteur 
films, but only within the said classification of myths 
that have accumulated layers of the future. The sec-

ond category worth mentioning here, of last year’s docu-
mentary films relevant for their allegoric twist of the truth, 
includes non-professional shorts; namely the student film 
Closing Time (Fajront, Croatia, Stvaralačka mreža zebra/



ADU, 14’, 2019) by David Lušičić and a workshop film Kozibrod 
(Croatia, Škola dokumentarnog filma Restart, 11’, 2019) by 
Barbara Radelja.

C
losing Time revolves around a story being told by 
a person who witnessed a certain unfortunate 
event, at an unnamed café in Zagreb. The narra-

tive suspense is sustained by the constant ‘beating around 
the bush’ in a play of perspectives. The witness never fully 
reveals even the basic information about what truly hap-
pened. It serves as a reminder of how we actually take in 
the world around us, automatically passing judgement 
and all the while reconstructing the missing parts, until all 
the obscurities in a certain event are completed. This cin-
ematic event keeps us guessing by incorporating vague 
visual details and alternating subjective and objective 
shots, by resorting to a misleading event reconstruction, 
and coupling it with an intense — nearly muted — and sug-
gestive soundscape. In addition, Closing Time also works 
as an allegory of fate, a tale of consequences triggered by 
a specific turn of events, and a single misguided moment, 
which makes the ambivalent, cigarette-smoking narrator 
almost into a bard figure.

K
ozibrod delivers a finely attuned story about the 
intimate resurfacing of family heritage. With sim-
ple and masterfully framed shots, edited togeth-

er mostly by the power of association, at times even in 
tune with the ‘homemade’ song playing, the filmmaker 
seeks to document what only she can, without ever be-
coming too hermetic. She weaves together a cinematic 
language so mythical and poetic that it enraptures us as 
we intuitively recognise our place: in the moments of sol-
itude, in the void, loneliness, loss, look, in our connection 
to our ancestry, material world and places around us. It is 
as if our memories are captured in the visuals of the psy-
chological space the film traverses; Kozibrod is a small, 
oval, cinematic mirror that we stand in front of every time  
we come back home.



G
oran Dević’s film On the Water (Na void, Croatia, 
Petnaesta umjetnost, 79’, 2018) — the most suc-
cessful Croatian documentary on international fes-

tivals around the world, and deservedly so — makes for the 
third documentary category, one we might call part chroni-
cle, part allegory. It took Dević a fairly long time to finish the 
film, and it is good that it did, because it is one of his best 
to date, for sure — attesting his growth as filmmaker. Three 
powerful storytellers from one community paint a picture 
of a society in stasis; like a fisherman with no lures, it finds 
itself stuck in the mud. On the Water’s strands are held to-
gether by Dević’s palpable empathy for his subjects; there 
is a sort of authorial warmth exuding from the frames, one 
that is impossible to get from the views of the muddy riv-
er, but can only be achieved through honest human inter-
action, supported by a wealth of knowledge about cinema. 
Dević knows his materials all too well and they are the so-
lace he keeps coming back to. People who he meets there 
always have interesting things to share even when they sim-
ply sit in pregnant silence.

O
n a final note, for the sake of the mythic memory, we 
should not fail to mention two supposedly contro-
versial films which reached the very end of their film 

festival life cycle in the last year, films that were more misguid-
edly talked about than they were actually seen. In fact, they 
are also among the best Croatian documentaries in gener-
al. One is Nebojša Slijepčević’s award-winning documentary 
purchased by the HBO, Srbenka (Croatia, Restart, 72’, 2018), 
a cinematic tour de force that made the filmmaker be hailed 
as one of the shrewdest documentarians in Croatia today. 
Furthermore, the second film is the excellent and very topical 
Chriss the Swiss (Switzerland/Croatia/Germany/Finland, 
Dschoint Ventschr Filmproduktion/Nukleus Film/ma.ja.de./
IV Films, 90’, 2018) by Anja Kofmel, which got unfairly low trac-
tion as it drew a fair share of politically-charged reviews and 
criticism. Stupidity is indestructible, as Tusta used to say.

TRANS L ATED  BY MIRO FRAKIĆ �
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 of SUMMER,  
 SUMMERHOUSE 
 and EXTRACURRI-
CULAR — THREE 
PROFESSIONAL 
LEVELS

WRITTEN BY DAMIR RADIĆ

T
he year 2019 was a very special year for me and not 
just in the practical filmmaker’s sense. After about 
forty namely short documentaries, experimental 

films and experimental documentaries made in the peri-
od from 2005 to 2017 in alternative, independent and am-
ateur conditions, my first, so to speak, professionally shot 
feature film saw the light of day. In the same year two more 
professional productions I participated in were screened: 
Summerhouse by Damir Čučić (premiered in 2018, but had 
a series of screenings in 2019), in which I was an actor and a 
co-writer, and Extracurricular by Ivan Goran Vitez, in which 
I had a small part, or more precisely, I was an extra with a 
task that also included a verbal utterance. These three films 
have completely different production backgrounds.

L
ast Days of Summer, the film I wrote, (co)produced 
and directed, was prepared and filmed with a very 
small crew of (creative) co-workers and with my 

personal financial means and the means of my friends and 
(co)producers that reached about thirty thousand Croa-
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COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION 
Croatia … DIRECTED BY 
Damir Radić … WRITTEN BY 
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ja Kordić, Antonija Šitum, 
Ivica Gunjača, Natali-
ja Grgorinić … PRODUC-
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tian kuna (approx. 4,000 EUR; including fees). What makes 
this film officially a professional production, at least from 
my point of view, is the fact that it was the first time that 
I had the production support of a legal entity (the art as-
sociation Zvona i Nari from Ližnjan and also semi-official-
ly Blank from Zagreb) and the first time that I worked with 
a professional cinematographer (the feature-film debu-
tant Antonio Pozojević) and a professional editor (Damir 
Čučić). It was also the first time that we received from 
the Croatian Visual Center (HAVC) a post-production in-
centive (in the amount of one-hundred thousand kuna, 
i.e. thirteen thousand two hundred EUR, which I suppose 
is the lowest post-production in-
centive ever given by HAVC to a 
feature film, but even that was 
precious to us). We did not apply 
for HAVC’s incentives for project 
development nor for production 
(just as I did not apply individual-
ly for script development).

A
s opposed to Last Days of 
Summer, whose main pro-
ducers were film debu-

tants, behind Damir Čučić’s Sum-
merhouse there was the renowned 
production house Spiritus Mov-
ens, the filmmaker applied to HAVC 
for screenplay, project and produc-
tion development incentives, and 
in the end the film was made with 
the budget for project develop-
ment (150,000 kuna, nearly 20,000 
EUR) because it did not receive the 
means for production, but it did 
subsequently receive the incen-
tive for post-production ( in the 
amount of 200,000 kuna, i.e. more 
than 26,000 EUR). In other words, 
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Last Days of Summer was made as a guerrilla project with a 
small group of enthusiasts (a team of nine people shot the 
film) without any experience in making a feature film, and al-
most half of them had no filmmaking experience whatsoev-
er. On the other hand, Summerhouse is a very low-budget, 
but not a guerrilla production (at least not when compared 
to Last Days of Summer), although its crew was also mini-
mal (fourteen members), but it had associates (set designer, 
costume designer, makeup artist, second camera operator, 
grip) who would be considered as a great and unnecessary 
luxury for Last Days of Summer. Moreover, Director Čučić’s 
main collaborator Boris Poljak is an established director of 
cinematography and a renowned filmmaker of first-rate ex-
perimental documentaries.

N
evertheless, these two films stand on the opposite 
side of Extracurricular by Ivan Goran Vitez, which 
represents a whole different world. This film re-

ceived the production incentive from HAVC in the amount 
of 3,200,000 kuna (equal to 424,000 EUR), which is (signifi-
cantly) lower than the price of an average Croatian feature 
film (about 4.5 million kuna, or 596 thousand EUR), but it 
is a huge amount compared to Last Days of Summer and 
Summerhouse. In line with the budget, Vitez’s film was shot 
in professional conditions that are more or less typical for 
the Croatian film industry. After all, he had the support of 
Interfilm, possibly the strongest production house in Cro-
atia. So, three different films made in (completely) differ-
ent production circumstances, where the production of 
the first two is still quite similar, while the third belongs to a 
completely different context, not only in terms of produc-
tion. The aim of this article is to describe my personal ex-
perience of working on these films.

S
omewhere in the fall of 2016 Damir Čučić suggest-
ed that I act in his second feature film, which lat-
er, after the shooting (then we did not know that 

the filmmaker would decide on an additional shooting be-
cause of his dissatisfaction with the structure of two epi-



sodes-stories, which made him shoot an additional third 
one) was given the title Summerhouse. That offer was one 
of the biggest surprises of my life since it was very hard 
for me to imagine myself as an actor in the film world — I 
had no interest whatsoever in this type of involvement 
and also, I believed that, even if I had been interested in 
it, I would not have met the basic requirement, i.e. the ex-
pressive presence on camera (being photogenic). More-
over, I knew that I was not able to memorize lines in so far 
as I would not be sufficiently motivated for it since acting 
simply did not interest me. I said all of this to Damir; how-
ever, he insisted that I take the role claiming that he had 
got the idea to hire me when watching my appearances 
on Croatian Radiotelevision’s film talk show Posebni do-
daci, and that it was exactly what he needed. He managed 
to persuade me and in the end I accepted the role under 
the condition that I did not have to learn previously writ-
ten lines, but that I would rather base it all on improvising.

T
he shooting of the film took place in the Hotel Tra-
košćan in November 2017, and prior to that I had 
had just one acting rehearsal (without camera) in 

Zagreb on the premises of the Croatian Blind Union with 
the leading actor Vojin Perić (the President of the Union). In 
this rehearsal we were supposed to use the improvisation 
method to find some impressive moments for the film based 
on previous characterizations (my character was based on 
Damir Čučić’s person and experiences). The rehearsal was 
challenging because Čučić and Perić put completely aside 
the written characterization of my character and pushed me 
into uncharted waters where I was supposed to get by with-
out almost any support and relying solely on my own experi-
ences and imagination. It turned out much better than I had 
expected — on this rehearsal we found the motif of the cow 
from my childhood, part of which I had spent in the country-
side (the countryside childhood was what connected Damir 
and I), a motif that Čučić strangely liked. Also, we came up 
with and developed the motif of the middle-aged homo-
sexual teacher who seduces my character at the age of thir-



teen, a character that willingly gives in to him. The teach-
er did not come from neither my nor the filmmaker’s real 
life (which is important to point out since the film is partly 
based on actors’/protagonists’ biographies, i.e. it connects 
fiction and documentary). However, the teacher was mainly 
my creation since I determined his psychophysical state and 
I thought that it would be more effective if the age difference 
between the two lovers was greater than the one Čučić had 
imagined, while together we thought of the idea that the old-
er lover had an additional level of authority through his offi-
cial teaching position. After this rehearsal, Damir concluded 
that further ones would not be needed and that we should 
keep it fresh for the shooting itself, which I fully agreed with.

T
he (real) shooting of the film (with Vojin Perić, Marina 
Redžepović and myself as actors) lasted for around 
ten days (as I mentioned, the scenes from the third 

episode-story with Kruno Heidler were shot later), but I par-
ticipated only in the last four days because that was all the 
time I could dedicate to it. Even these four days were enough 
to experience what Igor Bezinović called the organic gesta-
tion of a motion picture when he spoke of his film A Brief Ex-
cursion. We were literally isolated in the Hotel Trakošćan, 
surrounded by snow and ice, and we functioned like a group 
of friends and good acquaintances gathered on an alterna-
tive posh party. Damir Čučić and Boris Poljak, as the two key 
creative men who also organized the shooting, led the cere-
mony with a touch of zen — I cannot recall any raised voices 
or even a hint of nervousness, everything went on strictly ac-
cording to plan, but in a perfectly calm and relaxed way, al-
most like in an ethereal atmosphere. All the scenes between 
Perić and I (Vojin and Marin had done most of their scenes 
before my arrival) were done without any trouble, including 
the sensitive story of my character’s relationship with the ho-
mosexual teacher. When problems occurred, Damir would 
immediately stop everything sensing that, if the scene had 
not been filmed from the first take, we definitely would not 
have done better in additional takes (which, as I recall, there 
were not any). While the more psychologically demanding 



scenes were not a problem for me, quite the contrary, they 
were challenging; the hardest scene was the one that in-
volved physical acting in a Finnish sauna. I had to step out 
of the warmth comfort of the hotel, naked with just a tow-
el wrapped around my body, and into the subzero tempera-
tures, then walk into a hot sauna, sit across the heater and 
endure for quite a few minutes the scorching air, that was 
not only enveloping my body, to which I managed to get ac-
customed to, but was hitting me right in the face, which was 
almost unbearable. Luckily, Damir Čučić proved again to be 
really kind to actors. He did not ask for more takes so that 
Vojin and I were spared the utmost exertions.

E
very evening, after we had finished shooting for that 
day, we would gather in one of the rooms and drink 
wine. The crew, most of whom worked for the first 

time with Čučić, said that they would work with him and 
for him again and for free. Indeed, the shooting of Sum-
merhouse was an unusually positive experience and it per-
sonally brought me two additional advantages. In my free 
time, I recorded in the hotel and its surroundings with my 
own camera the footage for my experimental documenta-
ry Winter, screened a couple of months later at the Croa-
tian Film Days, which made me even more resolute to try 
and make my own feature film, obviously with an indepen-
dent production and in an organic way.

T
he film that would much later be titled Last Days of 
Summer was conceived in the spring of 2016 and 
it was based on two starting points. One was the 

scenery — I knew I wanted to shoot it on the property of 
the Katušić family in Peroj, in the south of Istria near Pula, 
a modest property around 50 meters from the sea, with a 
caravan instead of a typical house by the sea, with a wood-
en outdoor toilet and an improvised outdoor shower. It was 
an environment that strongly reminded me of the sceneries 
from the realistic-poetic movement of the American inde-
pendent film, which I was very fond of. Secondly, I knew that 
this was the scenery in which I wanted to place a couple of 



girls tormented by a male predator. The first idea was that 
these girls would be played by the film critic and filmmak-
er Višnja Vukašinović and her younger sister Josipa Pentić, 
an art student. The latter I found fascinating in her role of 
a nun who is trying to pass the driving test in Višnja’s short 
film Roza — Theological Road Movie. They were supposed 
to play their real selves, two sisters, one recently had a baby 
(which was true about Višnja at the time) and the other was 
a painter. The idea fell apart because Višnja Vukasinović 
refused to act in my film so for a while I was considering to 
offer the role to the underground filmmaker Sunčica Ana 
Veldić and one of her alternative friends, and to make the 
film about two friends who become the fixation of a male 
intruder. I never offered the role directly to Sunčica, who 
played in her own films, but I was indirectly feeling things 
out and it made me realize that she was not interested in it. 
In the end, I concluded that the girls should be a couple go-
ing through a crisis and were being observed by a male voy-
eur, and that I should find them in the streets like with real 
nonprofessional actors.

T
hat is more or less what happened. In November 
2016 I accidentally met Sanja Kordić, a filmmaker 
of (Internet) mini essays of some kind, and discov-

ered her to be a person keen on creative challenges. After 
Tanja had accepted to try and play the character of a bi-
sexual girl, I realized that her ideal acting partner would 
be my good acquaintance who lived in Scotland at the 
time, another person willing to test out creative possibili-
ties and cross boundaries. My acquaintance enthusiasti-
cally accepted my suggestion, but in the end she proved 
to be the weakest element of the construction and com-
pletely out of the blue cancelled her participation just ten 
days before the shooting.

A
round the same time I got Tanja involved, my offer 
to play the role of the voyeur was accepted by Ivi-
ca Gunjača, an actor who has an expressive pres-

ence that the camera just loves and that often fascinat-



ed me, but who, to my amazement, had never before got 
a real chance in the film world. Ivica also takes the credit 
for developing the screenplay because he was advocating 
that his role, which had originally been envisioned more 
or less as a mere plot catalyst, had to be more distinctive-
ly profiled and that it should eventually become equal to 
the main female characters. In the meantime, I arranged 
the production support with the Cultural Production Co-
operative Zvona i Nari from Ližnjan, formed by my friends 
and writers Natalija Grgorinić and Ognjen Rađen. Also, 
I completed the (almost) final version of the screenplay 
with about 85 scenes on a little over twenty pages (the 
talented filmmaker Josip Lukić helped me significantly 
by suggesting that the main narrative line should keep its 
dramatic simplicity and that we should minimize the al-
ready scarce dialogs), knowing that we would base a fea-
ture-length film on it, which nobody in our small crew took 
seriously, thinking that we could not go a long way with it. 
While expecting the screenplay to be completed, in the 
end Damian Nenadić, who was supposed to be the cam-
eraman, cancelled his participation. Knowing his cycles of 
underground photography, I considered him an excellent 
choice and he was very interested in the film (prior to that 
we had worked together on one unfinished documentary 
project), but he wanted to base his work on a very specif-
ic shooting script, which we never got round to.

A 
month and a half before the shooting began, Da-
mian had been replaced by Antonio Pozojević, a 
fresh cinematography graduate from the Acade-

my of Dramatic Art, who I knew almost nothing about, but 
who on set showed the necessary traits to carry out a guer-
rilla project, such as incredible initiative and flexibility, or-
ganizational skills and self-confidence. He also had his own 
camera of sufficient quality (Sony FS5 with a Super 35 sen-
sor and a 4K resolution which we did not use though, since 
we stayed within the boundaries of 1080p HD, but it also had 
an external recorder of a higher recording quality that we 
used as a director’s monitor).



T
he best example of how our (pre)production was 
shaky and scarce is the fact that, before the shoot-
ing, we had not had more than 5 acting rehearsals, 

more or less informal, and we had visited the locations of 
our choice only once (apart from the said main location on 
Košutić’s property). Not to mention the fact that we had 
had two informal auditions for the second main actress in 
Split the night before we started shooting in Istria, and that 
I had made the choice (an almost impossible one because 
they were both great) between the amateur actress Antoni-
ja Šitum and the professional actress Nadija Cvitanović 
to select Antonija (who came not only with a different act-
ing style, but also with a completely different personality, 
which consequently changed the tone of the protagonists’ 
relationship) just fifteen hours before we said ’Action!’. Even 
the clapperboard that was used in this film, unlike for Sum-
merhouse, where we used hands instead, arrived by bus at 
the station in Pula at the dawn of the first day of shooting, 
along with the boom microphone, and they were all on loan 
from the Zagreb film association Blank and its President Ig-
or Jelinović, who jumped in as co-producers (informal at 
first). Along with a significant amount of equipment (includ-
ing lenses and the said external recorder Atomos), Blank 
was supposed to lend us a sound engineer, the young Kar-
lo Vorih, for the first couple of days in September (we were 
shooting from 1st to 15th September 2017), but he could 
not make it so they sent an even younger replacement, Filip 
Radulović, with a single experience in shooting a short film. 
Filip ended up staying with us until the very end as an equal 
member of a small film family that we managed to become 
in just two weeks.

I 
should also mention that a minor part of the crew 
slept in a caravan on the main set, freezing in the cold 
and wet September nights (most of the crew slept 

in our main producers’ apartments in Ližnjan). It goes with-
out saying that in this type of production everybody did ev-
erything. My colleague, the film critic Krešimir Košutić, who 
gave us his property on disposal, was also the First and Sec-



ond Assistant Director, the Second Assistant Cameraman 
and the Location Manager. Filip Radulović was not just a 
sound engineer, but also the First Assistant Cameraman. 
Antonio Pozojević was not only the Director of Photography 
and a photographer, he was practically in charge of organiz-
ing the shooting of the film. The three of them, together with 
Ivica Gunjača, were also manual set workers when need-
ed. Antonija Šitum was an actress and a photographer, Na-
talija Grgorinić was a producer and an extra, Ognjen Rađen 
was a producer and a prop maker. I was not just the director, 
screenwriter and producer, I was also the script supervisor, 
having realized all the complexity and responsibility of this 
job. Ivica Gunjača and Tanja Kordić suggested and came up 
with the scene of the first meeting between their characters 
by the shop, not present in the original screenplay, to which 
Krešimir Košutić also participated (he suggested taking out 
a couple of important, but very demanding scenes in terms 
of performance by the very end of the film, which was risky, 
but it proved to be the right decision…).

E
ven though I had enough faith in myself and espe-
cially in the people who supported my enthusiasm 
and enriched it with their own, almost until the very 

end I was not sure that we would manage to shoot what was 
necessary for the film to eventually come alive. We began 
at a very slow pace, but once we got the hang of it, we kept 
it steady working night and day, which was often very ex-
hausting, especially in rainy weather conditions. We end-
ed up shooting all the crucial scenes two days before the 
deadline, but this final pace resulted in us being psycholog-
ically completely out of the film on the 14th and 15th day of 
shooting so we only recorded voice-overs (subsequently 
unused) and shots of nature (subsequently precious).

S
hooting Last Days of Summer was the complete 
opposite of shooting Summerhouse. Instead of 
the zen atmosphere created by Čučić and Pol-

jak, here the joy of creation and new revealing encounters 
were accompanied by feelings of nervousness, tension 



and stress. The reasons behind it were not just in a radical 
scarcity of production conditions, but also in the fact that 
some situations and feelings from the script overlapped 
with reality. Summerhouse was explicitly introduced as a 
film that combines fiction and documentary, while that is 
not what Last Days of Summer was, although at the core 
of our film the documentary part is not any less present 
that in Čučić’s film.

T
he man who kept it all together and without whom 
the production could have easily fallen apart was 
Antonio Pozojević. He took on himself the role of 

planning and organizing the shooting and he was wonderful 
at it. Apart from completely meeting my essential require-
ments regarding the visual (I was very afraid that, due to 
the low-budget production, the image would appear elec-
tronic or TV-like, which I cannot stand on the silver screen, 
but with his camera which faithfully imitates a 35, he got 
what I wanted — an impression of a film, analogical cine-
matographic texture, and he achieved the right ratio of co-
lour intensity and washout, without any colour artificiality 
that also concerned me), Antonio showed a real co-direct-
ing initiative, which sometimes brought conflicts, but more 
often than not it was of precious help. In fact, the impro-
vised conditions of the preproduction and the production 
did not allow us to thoroughly plan every scene, the idea of 
having a shooting script was quickly dismissed, just as my 
concept of combining a fixed and a hand-held camera (An-
tonio concluded that it would be easier and faster to film 
everything by hand, i.e. that this was a required precondi-
tion in order to film all the necessary scenes in a very limit-
ed amount of time) so that in the end we came up with the 
scenes on set, and most of the solutions were Antonio’s. I 
agreed to it since as a director I had no problems with van-
ity. Besides, I believe that the main task of the director of a 
feature film is to choose the settings that in themselves car-
ry an ambiance (especially when the intention is to make a 
so-called atmospheric film, which Last Days of Summer pri-
marily and predominantly is), of course, to choose the ac-



tors whose presence manifests personality, and that the 
filming itself should be a mutual creation of everyone who 
shape a concrete frame, first of all the director, the cine-
matographer and the actors. However, there were scenes 
I insisted on and argued about with other crew members 
who did not see the (real) meaning (e.g. the shooting of the 
dialog between Tanja and Antonija while they were in the 
sea at sunset, which was subsequently covered with fore-
ground music; nobody liked that but me). There were situa-
tions where I had to emphasize all over again that I wanted 
everyone’s creative cooperation so that it could be our mu-
tual film, but also I had to remind people that the essential 
filmmaker vision is still mine. Regarding this, significant is 
the sequence shot of washing and hanging the laundry out 
to dry that takes over six minutes and that was also not clear 
to one part of the crew, but I insisted on shooting it. In the 
end, we tried to perfection it and we somehow managed 
that from the twelfth attempt. The scene does not appear 
to be particularly challenging because the choreography 
of the camera and the actors is not complicated; howev-
er, it has very sensitive moments when Ivica enters the shot 
and Antonija must gaze at him following Tanja’s look, while 
the camera has to single out Antonija’s face from the pine 
branch that partly covers it. It therefore requires from the 
cameraman a lot of focus and sensitivity for fine details, 
but also physical endurance because the crucial moments 
in the scene take place when the cameraman has already 
been holding the camera in his hand for about six minutes. 

I
n any case, I was very far from being the director 
who had everything under control, which partly 
came from my total lack of experience in shooting 

feature films, and mostly from my personality, i.e. from the 
fact that not only do I lack in so-called leadership skills, I 
am actually repulsed by them. Just like in the said idea ac-
cording to which, if we make a collective work of art such 
as a (feature) film, then this creation should strongly in-
volve everyone participating in it, without any privileged 
positions. For the same reason, I rejected, contrary to the 



accustomed and to me personally a much annoying usage, 
having in the opening credits the line ‘A Damir Radić film’, 
and I also broke the rule to give the second most import-
ant billing, after the director’s, to the producer(s) (even 
though I was one of them). Instead of that, I gave the most 
important billing in the closing credits, along with the ac-
tors as usual (at the beginning), to the editor, cinematog-
rapher, screenwriter and director (at the end) in order to 
emphasize the artistic instead of the filmmaking and busi-
ness part of the picture.

A
fter having experienced the making of a very 
low-budget film (Summerhouse)  and guerrilla con-
ditions (Last Days of Summer), at the end of 2018 

and the beginning of 2019 I got the chance to work in main-
stream, on Ivan Goran Vitez’s film Extracurricular. Vitez, the 
screenwriter and director, offered me a very small role of a 
member in a depraved pseudo-special tactical team which 
must eliminate an entire class of prepubescent elementary 
pupils. Having become interested in acting after Summer-
house (in the meantime I participated in amateur films by 
Sunčica Ana Veldić and Vedran Šuvar, made at Kinoklub 
Zagreb), I was keen on taking the offer. Finally, the main rea-
sons why I accepted were the fact that I admired Vitez as 
a filmmaker (especially his feature debut Forest Creatures, 
i.e. Šuma summarum) and that a good fee was understood 
in this type of production. One additional reason was the 
fact that one part of the filming I participated in took place 
in an elementary school in Dubrava, at a five-minute drive 
from my then neighbourhood in Maksimir.

I 
was hired to purely do a job, but I still wanted to 
change my only verbal utterance, marked by a 
paedophiliac overtone, because I thought it could 

be said differently and in a way that I found more aesthet-
ic and closer to me. But Vitez, who often uses the motif of 
paedophilia in a directly or indirectly critical way, insisted 
to keep the line he had written, therefore my attempt at 
an authorship interference failed. I had no rehearsals for 



my role (if we do not count the costume fitting, which al-
so occurred in the preproduction of Summerhouse) and 
there was no need for them. The physical acting was not 
demanding, but a certain challenge was linked to the pre-
viously mentioned line because I needed to say it to two 
girls and I was afraid that they would confuse the char-
acter I was playing with myself as a real person, and this 
discomfort reappeared with every new take (I think there 
were three or four). On the other hand, the impression of 
real acting came from a nonverbal interaction with Anita 
Matić Delić in the role of the teacher, an actress I admire 
and with whom I was supposed to do a tense exchange of 
looks in the mentioned scene with the girls. It was a pos-
itive acting experience, in other words, an impression of 
a real interplay that I did not get from the scene with Zla-
tan Zuhrić Zuhra as Abid, the leader of our team, in which 
I hand him an ointment for rheumatism.

I
n general, the atmosphere on set was what proba-
bly befits real professional productions and for our 
circumstances one with a good budget and a big 

crew. It was very official, detached and polite. They were 
all professionals who came to do their jobs and then went 
home. One of the rare exceptions among the actors I met 
was the first billed actor Milivoj Beader (playing the father 
who causes the hostage situation), who was a really warm 
person. Also, I especially remember the impression of com-
plete isolation that Ivo Gregurević gave (the original janitor 
with a special tactical unit past, who was replaced after his 
sudden death by Zlatko Burić Kićo) — he seemed the lone-
liest man in the world. Ivan Goran Vitez himself, who I had 
known from before along with Anita Matić, was friendly 
and kind to everyone, and a very confident director. He ap-
peared to know exactly what he was doing in any given mo-
ment, he listened to the co-workers’ suggestions, but in the 
end it was always his call. He was unquestionably author-
itative, although completely unobtrusive. I liked the way 
he worked, he was focused and relaxed at the same time. 
In such a production context a director can hardly leave a 



better impression than he did. When it comes to me, I re-
alized that I would never want to participate creatively in 
such a highly professional context. If the making of a movie 
is not organic, with people you are connected to on more 
than just a work level, in a friendly family atmosphere, from 
a desire to have a creative adventure that spikes from en-
thusiasm, then it is not for me.

TR ANSLAT ED BY ERIKA ROŠA

LAST DAYS OF SUMMER

EXTRACURRICULAR
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73   On CROATIAN 
CINEMA PRO - 
GRAMMES  
  at CINEMA  
  TUŠKANAC

WRIT T EN BY JURAJ KUKOČ

A
s part of the splendidly varied film programming 
at the reinvigorated Cinema Tuškanac, now under 
the direction of the new manager Marko Rojnić, 

there are also many Croatian films screened from the ar-
chives of the Croatian Cinematheque. In organizing this 
programme, as realised thanks to the collaboration be-
tween the Croatian Cinematheque and Cinema Tuškanac, 
we were faced with the challenge of trying to attract people 
to come see Croatian pictures. Dealing with the competi-
tion is not easy, as there are excellent films from all around 
the world, as shown in other programmes at Tuškanac, and 
it becomes that much harder when forced to come to grips 
with the negativity and prejudice that mere mentions of 
Croatian cinema still seem to spark in others.

W
e knew that our take on Croatian cinema had to 
be creative and diverse, so last year, in 2019, apart 
from a handful of film programmes dedicated 

to individual filmmakers, our programming focus was to 
shed light upon specific periods in Croatian cinema, spe-
cific genres as well as topics. This year’s in memoriam pro-
grammes were centred on professionals who passed away, 
namely actor Ivo Gregurević, cinematographer Andrija 
Pivčević, and producer and organizer Krunoslav Heidler.



PROGRAMMES  
IN 2019 

� In memoriam:  
Significant roles of  

Ivo Gregurević (18–20/2) 

� Postwar Croatian  
cinema (25–26/2) 

� Horror in Croatian  
cinema (3–4/5) 

� Dubrovnik on film 
(22–23/10) 

� In memoriam: Andrija 
Pivčević (17–18/12)

FILM CURRICULUM 

� FILM CURRICULUM, 15/10 
Introduced by Nikica Gilić: 

The Secret of I.B. Castle 
(Tajna dvorca I.B., short,  
Milan Katić, 1951, 23’);  

The Blue 9 (Plavi 9, feature, 
Krešo Golik, 1950, 93’) 

� FILM CURRICULUM 5/11 
Introduced by Juraj Kukoč: 
People of the Neretva River 

(Ljudi sa Neretve, documenta- 
ry, Obrad Gluščević, 1966, 17’); 

Don’t Look Back, My Son  
(Ne okreći se sine, feature, 
Branko Bauer, 1956, 105’) 

� FILM CURRICULUM 10/12 
Introduced by Tomislav Šakić: 
The Inspector Returned Home 

(Inspektor se vratio kući, animati- 
on, Vatroslav Mimica, 1959, 11’);  
Monday or Tuesday (Ponedjeljak 

ili utorak, feature, Vatroslav 
Mimica, 1966, 77’)

T
he easiest one to organise 
was, of course, the pro-
gramme dedicated to one 

of the best Croatian actors be-
cause we ‘simply’ had to choose 
some of the many wonderful films 
he acted in. There was also an ex-
hibition with photos of Gregure-
vić and stills from his roles to ac-
company the programme. Then 
there was Krunoslav Heidler, a film 
professional whose interests were 

as diversified as our programme in his name. There were 
distinct films which Heidler participated on in some way, 
as a producer in the world of amateur cinema and/or as 
a pioneer of Croatian ‘independent cinema’. Thirdly, An-
drija Pivčević, a cinematographer who enjoyed working 
with daring filmmakers, people who did not shy away from 
experimentation, unusual topics and approaches. It was 
this playful aspect of Piv-
čević’s oeuvre that guided us 
in selecting amateur as well 
as professional works he had 
done for Ivan Martinac, Ni-
kola Babić, and other eccen-
trics of our cinema.

T
he period we decid-
ed to focus on was 
post-war Croatian 

cinema, with films demon-
strating an unusual tension 
between a need for propa-
ganda and a desire for arts. 
Where genre is concerned, 
with respect to the incred-
ible amount of attention 
which Predrag Ličina’s hor-
ror film Last Serb in Croatia 
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(Posljednji Srbin u Hrvatskoj, 90 min, Croatia/Serbia) man-
aged to garner in its run across Croatian cinemas, we de-
cided to ransack our history of cinema for other examples 
of Croatian films of that genre. Croatian horror films may 
be few and far between, as we have found, but their qual-
ity is not to be dismissed. So our programme of Croatian 
horror pictures included some top-notch titles in which 
the element of horror is mostly used for purposes of alle-
gory and parody, but also as the pure source of fear.

W
e also decided to start our thematic film program-
ming with programmes dedicated to specific cit-
ies and town or regions in Croatia. The idea was 

not only to attract the cinéastes, but also to appeal to any 
viewers interested to see how their hometowns were por-
trayed in documentaries and how they served as back-
drops in various feature films. Dubrovnik was our first stop, 
with its surrounding area, as depicted in countless doc-
umentaries — and not just of the standard tourist kind, 
but also very peculiar, very complex ones — and fiction 
films by Lordan Zafranović, Dušan Vukotić and other ac-
claimed directors. The food and bits of culture from the 
Dubrovnik region were served at the opening night, which 
proved to be another audience pleaser.

I
n fall 2019, we began working on a project aimed 
at bringing students to our screenings of Croa-
tian films. In collaboration with professors of Cro-

atian cinema, we also initiated a programme called Film 
Curriculum. Two Croatian films — one short and one fea-
ture — would be chosen for screening, from the lists of 
films used for university courses on Croatian cinema. In-
troductory words were delivered by university profes-
sors who teach Croatian cinema or other film experts 
with Croatian cinema as their area of expertise. In addi-
tion, since most of these were classics, the programme 
was also popular with the wider public curious about 
getting to know the building blocks in the history of our  
national cinema.



I
n conclusion, our goal was to find the right bal-
ance between the desire to bring as many people 
as possible to programmes that appeal to them 

and the desire to show the exceptional Croatian cinema 
as art, while educating our public about its history.

The author of the text, Juraj Kukoč works as a  
film archivist at the Croatian Cinematheque.

TRANSLAT ED BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

VISITORS FROM THE GALAXY
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7 7 SERGIJE  
GLUMAC: 
GRAPHIC  
ARTS ,  
GRAPHIC 
DESIGN,  
SET DESIGN

WRIT T EN BY LANA BUNJEVAC

T
he book Sergije Glumac: Graphic Arts, Graphic 
Design, Set Design (Sergije Glumac: grafika, grafič-
ki dizajn, scenografija)  is based on the PhD thesis 

by Lovorka Magaš Bilandžić, assistant professor at Depart-
ment of Art History at the Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences in Zagreb, and it represents the first monograph 
dedicated to one of the most important names of the Cro-
atian art scene in the interwar period. Sergije Glumac (Uzh-
horod, Ukraine, 1903 – Zagreb, 1964) did not limit himself 
only to painting, though; he was also active in graphic arts, 
graphic design as well as set design. This text focuses on 
the part of his oeuvre related to his work on film.

P
romotional videos for Mosinger film, the opening 
of Edison Palace Cinema, and a collaboration with 
Warner Bros; these are the greatest contributions 

of Sergije Glumac to the history of advertising for Croatian 
film industry. He is also counted alongside Otto Antonini, 
Andrija Maurović, Oton Postružnik and Zvonimir Faist as 
one of the most significant designers of film posters. Sergi-
je Glumac’s works were formed somewhere between Za-



greb, Berlin and Paris, where he went several times for ed-
ucational purposes. Thanks to his stay in the epicentre of 
the avant-garde movement, there are influences from ex-
pressionism, futurism, cubism and constructivism which 
can be clearly felt in his work. Upon his return to Zagreb, 
he started working on marketing campaigns and advertise-
ments for the Imago agency, slowly honing his designing 
skills, skills that would set completely new standards in the 
world of newspaper advertising of the day. In these works, 
there are hints of what he would later come to use in his 
work on film posters — e.g. in his ad series for Vinicky Fur 
Store, he makes use of peculiar framing to accentuate the 
image of the modern woman, while his campaign for the 
Friedmann clothing brand makes use of time as a cinemat-
ic category. 

T
here were several well-equipped film theatres in 
interwar Zagreb (Croatia, Europa Palace, Grad-
janski, Metropol, Music Hall and Olimp Ton-ki-

no), where latest Hollywood hits were being screened, at 
the same time as in other European large cities. It is al-
so the beginning of the sound film era, when film projec-
tors started to pose a considerable threat to the theatre. 
The tickets were much more affordable, and the pictures 
soon became the favourite form of entertainment for all 
social classes. In that period, there were several special-
ised film magazines in Zagreb (Kinofon, Film, Kino, Cin-
ema and Filmska revija) where film ads and posters were 
being published, with even some theatre-orientated mag-
azines like Kulisa including writings about film.

I
n the autumn of 1927, a famous photographer 
Franjo Mosinger became the photo editor in 
Kulisa, otherwise owned by one of the first pho-

tojournalists in Croatia, Teodor Rona. Franjo’s brother 
Vilim (Willy) Mosinger was the head of the family-owned 
Mosinger film, one of the main film distribution compa-
nies in interwar Croatia, and he was in close profession-
al contact with the Warner Bros enterprise. The story of 



Sergije Glumac’s collaboration with Mosinger film starts 
at the end of 1920’s, when he — and painter and graphic 
artist Pavao Gavranić — created a number of striking ad-
vertisements for the coming opening of the Edison Palace 
Cinema and the premiere of the first talking picture, War-
ner-Bros-produced The Singing Fool (USA, 1928) by Lloyd 
Bacon. Glumac was commissioned for the job most prob-
ably owing to his business connections to Franjo Mosing-
er, having done posters and the catalogue design for his 
exhibition Moderna fotografija (‘Modern Photography’) 
held at Salon Ulrich in 1927, and also being the designer 
behind the visual identity for Mosinger’s studio in the city 
centre, featuring a rather particular typography and the 
playful motive of camera lens opening.

T
he premiere of The Singing Fool was a perfect oc-
casion for the opening of Edison Palace Cinema 
(what is today Tuškanac) at the renovated prem-

ises of the former City Arsenal. The cinema, described in 
Kulisa magazine as furbished in the style as ‘Berlin’s largest 
luxury cinemas’, opened to the public on February 10, 1930, 
under the artistic direction of Croatian composer, writ-
er and painter Ivo Tijardović. The opening was being ad-
vertised all over Zagreb with Glumac’s exciting colour-rich 
poster, featuring two men opening the doors to the cine-
ma, as Magaš Bilandžić writes, shaped in the way that it 
catches the eye and shows the importance of the new film 
screening venue: the difference in size between the doors 
and the characters served to stress the monumental cine-
ma space, while the crown in the cinema title was indica-
tive of its royal character among other Zagreb cinemas.

F
urthermore, Glumac made several advertisements 
for the film as well as the opening night which were 
published in daily press, Jutarnji list and Novo-

sti; one shows an elegant lady in a fur coat, with her back 
turned, looking at a stage from up high, with uniform visi-
tors lined up in front of it, while the other turns attention to 
the staircase and the red carpet leading to the entrance, 



its monumental size further accentuated by a low angle of 
view. The poster for the opening of the Edison Palace Cin-
ema (in lithography) is housed as part of the poster col-
lection at the Department of Prints and Drawings at the 
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts (HAZU). The pro-
motional materials Glumac made are considered today as 
one of the most successful ones to advertise a film event in 
the interwar period.

G
lumac’s work for Mosinger film would not be com-
plete without a reference to his poster for Frank 
Lloyd’s The Divine Lady (USA, 1928). What is more, 

in the mid-1930’s, when Glumac collaborated with Warner 
Bros, it was the third-biggest American film studio (follow-
ing Paramount and MGM), specialised in melodrama, musi-
cals, gangster films and bio-pictures. The correspondence 
that we have today shows that Glumac’s cooperation with 
Warner Bros started at the end of 1936, and it included cat-
alogue and cover design, perhaps even poster design. The 
artist’s legacy includes a great quantity of numbered pen-
cil and charcoal-drawn outlines, preliminary sketches for 
posters and publications, apparently advertising most sig-
nificant titles of the 1936 – 37 season.

TR ANSLAT ED BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

ILLUSTRATION BY SERGEJ GLUMAC
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81 FILM  
GRAMMAR of 
VIDEO GAMES: 
NEW MEDIA 
MODALITIES of 
PRESENTATION

WRITTEN BY JANKO HEIDL

“
It is one of the most brilliant dissertations I had 
the pleasure of reading, and one of our most ex-
quisite books, opening up new theoretical in-

sights and, at the same time, providing an original contri-
bution to the world theory of video games…’ When peer 
reviews of doctoral dissertations and academic publica-
tions are positive, however favourable they are, they are 
mostly written in a moderate, restrained language, only 
suggesting and implicitly confirming its scientific weight. 
The given excerpt, as provided on the jacket of the book 
by Ilija Barišić, Film Grammar of Video Games: New Me-
dia Modalities of Presentation (Filmska gramatika videoi-
gara: modaliteti izlaganja novih medija, published by the 
Croatian Film Association, with the support of the Minis-
try of Science and Education of the Republic of Croatia, 
the Croatian Audiovisual Centre, and the Croatian Film 
Directors’ Guild), though, betrays unbridled enthusiasm 
in Hrvoje Turković, the author of the words. His unusual 
approach is quite striking, even more so considering it is a 
review by a renowned and experienced film theorist who 
almost never opts for such a tone in his clever writings.



S
o if Turković can be so openly captivated about 
it, this must be an exceptional publication. The 
book Film Grammar of Video Games: New Media 

Modalities of Presentation is the adapted PhD thesis by Il-
ija Barišić (Zagreb, 1981), a history and Croatian language 
graduate, but also a video game and, of course, film afi-
cionado. By combining these interests and areas of ex-
pertise, Barišić has written a text which might be seen as 
first of its kind in Croatia, and still a rarity and an innova-
tion of sorts in the world as such. Having that said, the au-
thor of this article might not be particularly versed in the 
latter, but he does trust Barišić’s claims that there has not 
been many scientific theoretical texts and publications 
on video games before, with perhaps about ten at most 
focused on the relationship between the medium of film 
and video games.

“
The fairly new, underrated and academically ne-
glected field of video games remains unexplored 
in many respects, and any research done is often 

not systematic or completed. The relationship between film 
and video games is among such interest areas.’

S
cientific and theoretical examination of video  
games is, therefore, in its infancy and, in the sense 
of its reception, this new, entertaining art seems 

to share many similarities with the over-a-century-old, but 
still quite young medium of film. At the eve of the 20th cen-
tury, video games occupied a position much like film at the 
start of the 20th century, first being perceived as unremark-
able, content-wise worthless even, mere entertainment for 
the masses; a frivolous commercial product to pass the 
time. (First video games were developed in the 1940’s and 
50’s, but the format’s first big boom would not occur un-
til the 1970’s.) Furthermore, when cinema was still young, it 
was analysed and written using the terminology, phrasings 
and aesthetical judgments borrowed from studies of oth-
er, older and more established arts, such as theatre, liter-
ature, visual arts, music, architecture, and even other sci-



ences such as philosophy, sociology, psychology, politics 
etc. The situation with video games today is not much dif-
ferent, with them being discussed and perceived from the 
perspective of thought patterns already familiar and ad-
opted from before.

T
he way film was being treated in theory and prac-
tice would improve greatly after a few decades, 
when many new cinema-specific concepts were 

established and adopted and there came more respect for 
motion pictures in society than ever before, although still 
partly seen as entertainment, now acknowledged as an art 
form. Even though many remain tied to other artistic and 
non-artistic fields when writing and discussing films, even 
today, this comes across as natural — if not necessary — for 
complete emancipation would simply not be possible. The 
video game medium faces similar hardships, with its schol-
ars and advocates (understandably) striving to fight for a 
more dignified social perception, pushing for its scientific 
and theoretical liberation.

M
any video game enthusiasts, thus, oppose any 
discussions or interpretations of video games 
(computer, digital, electronic) from a perspective 

based in film theory, arguing that such an approach only 
works to debase and colonise the individuality of the new 
medium. Regardless, just like it is impossible — and unnec-
essary even — to make film completely autonomous from 
other sciences and disciplines (both those mentioned, 
and not mentioned), which film as art inevitably does 
have some common ground with, it would not be possi-
ble, or even reasonable, to pretend that video games are 
not imbued with many different elements. Barišić, too, is 
of the opinion that a scientific and theoretical emancipa-
tion of video game studies is both justified and necessary, 
but it is also quite apparent to him that different ways and 
perspectives in studying video games — even when they 
stem from other sciences — are not aimed at devaluing 
the matter, topic, or field of research; rather, it serves to 



enhance the study. In this sense, an approach grounded 
in the study of cinema seems to befit the medium of vid-
eo games. One might regard Barišić’s penchant for film a 
happy coincidence here, but the connection would ap-
pear natural and instantaneous even to the most superfi-
cial and inexperienced viewers; video games simply have 
much to do with films.

I
n the 250 pages of his dissertation, printed in rath-
er small letters, Barišić starts by asking how appro-
priate it is to frame his research on the nature and 

reception of video games within film theory. He establish-
es and delineates the video game/film relationship, nev-
er subsuming the new art form to the older one. Barišić, 
then, aims to innovate certain attitudes, theses and con-
cepts related to the gaming world, while updating the En-
glish-dominant terminology with specific Croatian coins 
(e.g. ‘igratelj’ for gamer, ‘igroizvedba’ for gameplay; often 
in agreement with Turković, who he consulted with in great 
part, as indicated in footnotes), hoping they could become 
standardised as parts of the vocabulary related to video 
game studies, or even wider.

E
ven if the understanding of the text hinges on the 
reader’s own familiarity with specific video game 
works which are, of course, mentioned in great 

numbers, and, on the other hand, with the given form and 
style of scientific discourse, Barišić’s writing is as shrewd 
and potent as it is vibrant. His style is fluent and enjoy-
able to read, with an occasional witty remark (’As long as 
we do not lose our way… I reckon we cannot stray far too 
much, not more than is inherent to theory.’) . Film Gram-
mar of Video Games is literature that even people com-
pletely ignorant to the world of video games can peruse  
and enjoy.

T
he cover design is exceptionally good (Željko 
Serdarević), a reference to one of the best known 
film posters, i.e. Steven Spielberg’s Jaws (1975). In 



addition, the book incorporates — as it is supposed to — a 
bibliography, a ludography (a list of video games), and 
a glossary of terms from video game theory and culture, 
completed with index of names, terms used and game ti-
tles mentioned, and a summary in English.

TR ANS L ATED  BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

ŽELJKO SERDAREVIĆ, COVER ILLUSTRATION  
FOR FILM GRAMMAR OF VIDEO GAMES
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86 NEVER-ENDING 
PICTURES — The 
PASSING  
 of ANDRIJA 
PIVČEVIĆ and the 
RESURRECTION  
 of MARTINAC’S  
HOUSE on  
 the SAND

WRITTEN BY VIŠNJA VUKAŠINOVIĆ

I
n a curious twist of fate, a great Croatian cine-
matographer, Andrija Pivčević (Gata near Omiš, 
1945 – Split, 2019), passed away last year — same 

year when the most impressive feature film he had ever 
made — Ivan Martinac’s House on the Sand (Kuća na pije-
sku, 1985) — was restored and digitized, now ready to be 
shown. While Pivčević worked on many shorts for his col-
league from Cine Club Split, the pinnacle of their collab-
oration is Martinac’s sole feature film, an impressive po-
etic achievement that the two men made together with 
film score composer Mirko Krstičević. The three Split-
based artists had conspired on set for the first time a few 
years before, in the film Exile (Izgnanstvo, 1979 – 1981), pro-
duced by the professional film production company Mar-
jan film — the same company that would be behind Mar-
tinac’s feature debut, as well as his three shorts to follow. 



Exile is an impressive 12-minute fiction film shot in colour 
by the ingenious Pivčević, directed, written and edited by 
Martinac himself, with Krstičević behind the inspiration-
al experimental score, anticipating the topics and tech-
niques used in House on the Sand.

R
elying on two different expository levels, Martinac 
structures the film reality of Exile as a collection 
of subjective images from the mind of a young girl 

(Iskra Kovačević), at first dreaming, and then waking up 
and looking at a portrait of a man hanging directly oppo-
site her bed, which the camera zooms on. The imaginary 
here, or rather scenes oneiric in nature, is evoked in/by 
the documentary shots of a boat on fire, as captured by 
Pivčević, exuding the seldom-seen audacity and impec-
cable sensibility for improvisation which are necessary 
to shoot the burning interiors of a doomed boat. There 
are also kinetic scenes shot from a moving car, perfect in 
their execution, following a motorcycle which the girl and 
the young man are driving on. In the scenes that follow, a 
girl is waking up and confronting the absence of her lover 
as illustrated in the conspicuous absence of the painted 
portrait. The film ends with a resurrection, with Arcadian 
views of Split all dressed up in snow, which marks the end 
of the spiritual journey framed with symbols of core ele-
ments — fire, air, earth and, finally, water.

N
arrative-wise, the film functions as a metaphor for 
trying to capture what eludes us the most, that is, 
what we fail to approach, whereby the film even 

formally becomes set as in permanent exile. The camera is, 
at one point, trying to approach the flames eating away at 
the interiors of the shipwreck (i.e. a lovewreck), at anoth-
er, it is zooming into the portrait of an absent lover (whose 
absence might be death by water, to use Eliot’s words) or 
chasing unattainable picture-perfect love with the help 
of tracking shots (as materialised in the scene with two 
young ones seated on the motorcycle); all of this, until it 
reaches its final destination — faced with the scene of the 



snow-covered city (in Joyce’s words, snow here is as mer-
cy falling upon all the living and the dead). Exile is a film 
about the unattainable and its images, about a journey 
from love into death as the sole certainty. Its voluptuous 
visuals are among Pivčević’s most impressive feats, where 
the documentary segment of a boat burning is brought 
about with the same photographic confidence as the nar-
rative chamber-like scenes of a sleeping, dreaming girl.

S
everal years later, Martinac returns to all of these 
preoccupations and techniques in House on the 
Sand, also graced with Pivčević’s impressive cam-

erawork, which is impossible to miss, and Krstičević’s sug-
gestive soundscapes, much like those from Alain Res-
nais’s documentaries from the 1950’s. The protagonist, a 
middle-aged archaeologist Josip Križanić, father of a girl, 
finds himself in spiritual exile after a divorce that he ends 
by suicide. Once again, we have a film structured as a 
vortex of images spurring from his mind, combined with 
scenes of his everyday life, so devoid of meaning. The pic-
tures demonstrating the outsider lifestyle he leads are 
clear and raw, reduced to its ritualistic aspect, to mere 
gestures; while the ones representative of his inner world 
are in flux, dynamic and forceful to the eye. There are also 
scenes ‘in between’, marking the transition from one re-
ality into another, in the form of long car drives. The mas-
terful ending sequence is of particular note here; Pivčević 
keeps the focus on the reflection of a face in the car, when 
at one point the car enters the Split tunnel, and the urban 
scenery is replaced with an abstract play of light, evoca-
tive of a legendary light tunnel scene from 2001: A Space 
Odyssey (1968) by Stanley Kubrick.

T
he film is steered by impossibility — the impossi-
bility of touch (no scene in the film shows direct 
physical contact), the impossibility of contact 

(the film keeps disrupting any meetings of the eyes, apart 
from one scene where the protagonist meets his daugh-
ter), as well as the impossibility of love as the ever elusive 



ideal which exists in material reality only as mere repre-
sentation (zooming movement into the painting).

A
nd while Pivčević zooms in — and quite master-
fully so — on the Renaissance portrait of a young 
man in Exile (i.e. Titian’s Portrait of a Young English-

man), symbolising the lack of love in the female protago-
nist’s life, in House on the Sand, his focus is on the Renais-
sance portrait of the marital couple (Rembrandt’s Jewish 
Bride), which becomes an emblem of bliss missing from Jo-
sip Križanić’s marriage. In both cases, the camera is set on 
penetrating the absence as manifested in the presence of 
the Painting, treating it as a conundrum whose apparent 
verisimilitude is as a veil covering the real contents. Piv-
čević and Martinac mould the visuals as a mystery nev-
er to be solved, construed to arouse the viewer’s imagina-
tion and take the film beyond what is really present. The 
same technique is literally reflected in/on the filmed re-
ality, which, in turn, these two deeply visionary films twist 
into endless anamorphoses, images intended to deceive, 
requiring of us to keep adjusting our field of vision, so as 
to uncover its secrets.

I
t was a curious twist of fate (which calls to mind 
Martinac’s first film from 1959, The Destiny, Sud-
bina)  which made the death of a great man coin-

cide with the resurrection of a film in which he re-shaped 
reality into a picture with no end, where the real boldly 
meets the imaginary. The restoration and digitization of 
House on the Sand was realised on the initiative of Mar-
tinac’s nephew, Ivan Vuković, helmed by Cine Club Split, 
and funded by the Croatian Audiovisual Centre. The chal-
lenging, long and complex restoration project of the film 
was personally supervised by Andrija Pivčević himself, 
who gave the green light to the final digital resurgence of 
House on the Sand, which will soon be available on the 
website www.ivanmartinac.com.

TR ANS L ATED  BY MIRO FRAKIĆ �
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91 INTERVIEW with 
ALDO PAQUOLA, 
WINNER of the 
2019 CROATIAN 
SOCIETY of 
FILM CRITICS’ 
VLADIMIR 
VUKOVIĆ AWARD 
 for LIFETIME 
ACHIEVEMENT

INTERVIEW BY BLANKA UZELAC

A
ldo Paquola is a film critic based in Rijeka, born 
in a small town of Prezid, Croatia on October 28, 
1952. After finishing high school in Rijeka, he moved 

to Zagreb where he graduated in philosophy and general 
linguistics from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sci-
ences in 1981. At the beginning of the 1970’s, Paquola start-
ed writing film reviews, predominantly for the Rijeka-based 
newspaper Novi list. Radio lovers might remember him for 
his show Goldfinger at HRT Radio Rijeka.

P
aquola has directed and written a short documen-
tary, Desiring Automata (Automati želja, 19’, pro-
duced by Emir Ćejvan, 1979), and his publications 

include two books of film reviews and essays, namely Don 



Huanovo ponoćno zrcalo (‘Don Juan’s Midnight Mirror’, Rije-
ka, 1996) and Retrospectator (Adamić, Rijeka, 2006), a short 
story collection Samozatajni hermafrodit (‘A Reclusive Her-
maphrodite’, Adamić, Rijeka, 2000) and a collection of col-
umns Licemjer (‘Hypocrite’, Kvarner, Novi Vinodolski, 2019). 
He suffers from psoriatic arthritis, so it is difficult for him to 
move, but his spirits are up.

? Mr. Paquola, first things first, congratulations  
on your Lifetime Achievement Award! 

�
Thank you! I actually have an anecdote about the 
award. It feels as if I’m being told, ’Here’s a lifetime 
achievement award, and please contact your fu-

neral home for any further details!’ Of course I’m joking. 
This award is stimulating and means a lot, particularly as 
it is named after Vladimir Vuković, a renowned film critic 
who I used to personally know during my studies in Zagreb. 
I wasn’t too keen on the social circle that Mr. Vladek was 
part of, though. To be honest, some of those people an-
noyed me. As a Scorpio, I tend to be a bit exclusive.

?
The film reviews you wrote for Novi list might be 
what most will remember about you, but personal-
ly I prefer the reviews you delivered in your sooth-

ing voice for Radio Rijeka, as part of the show Goldfin-
ger. Your texts have inspired many readers and listeners to  
go to the cinema. 

�
Indeed they have, even if sometimes they would 
be disappointed. They would say that a film that I 
had praised was awful, or the other way around. At 

any rate, I agree with you. I started to write for Novi list in 
1974, while the radio show began in 1973. On my first show, I 
talked about Francis Ford Coppola’s Godfather. I remem-
ber it well. However, as years went by, there has been a lot 
of change. There was no Internet back then and no global-
ization, with much of the film theory popular then — today 



consigned to oblivion. There is a multitude of challenges 
that I have to deal with, though, and I don’t want to give in 
to indolence because, as they say, it is much like death be-
fore death.

?
What are your thoughts about con-
temporary cinema when compared to 
the cinema of the last century? 

�
A lot has changed, sadly. There are franchises now 
or, rather, franchises as business. There are no lon-
ger any fixed genre features, at least not in the true 

sense of the word. That does not necessarily have to be all 
that bad — for much depends on the creativity — but unfor-
tunately, though, many renowned directors have sold out. 
The imperative is on the market ‘getting’ what it wants, the 
competition is stronger than ever, and the technology is very 
cheap. You used to need loads of money to produce a film. 
Today, thanks to digital imagery, anyone can become masters 
in their own right — a director, a screenwriter, or an actor… I 
wouldn’t go as far as to glorify the past, because the past is 
not where I live, but the sad fact is that very few contempo-
rary films pique my interest. If I had to name a few excellent 
films, there is the new Quentin Tarantino picture, Once Up-
on a Time In… Hollywood and a film based on a Stephen King 
book, Doctor Sleep, directed by Mike Flanagan. Kubrick’s 
The Shining, for example, with Jack Nicholson — which Doc-
tor Sleep is a sequel of — is an exquisite horror film. So, ap-
parently, there are films even today that draw me in and in-
spire me to watch them. However, when I think about having 
to go to the multiplex Cinestar in the shopping mall here, 
my interest to go to the cinema disappears completely. That 
said, I am glad that Rijeka has an art house cinema, Art-kino 
Croatia. They foster a film tradition not exclusively bound to 
blockbuster films.

? How do you feel about Croatian cinema?  
Do you keep up with latest Croatian films? 



�
Not at all. Ever since I stopped writing for Novi 
list, that is since January 1, 2013, I haven’t real-
ly kept track. As I already mentioned, my prob-

lem is that I do not enjoy going to Cinestar, which is why 
I missed out on many films, ours included. For example, 
I watched High Sun (Zvizdan) by Dalibor Matanić on TV. 
Now Matanić has become hyper-productive lately. I have 
also started watching his TV show The Paper (Novine), al-
though I have many bones to pick with it. The writing is su-
perficial, full of stereotypes, which might come as a sur-
prise given that it is written by journalist Ivica Đikić, a man 
who, we could say, has insider access into this newspaper 
world. However, his writing is full of contrivances and over-
simplifications, as I said: the journalists are alcoholics, ev-
er depressed, always smoking… They’re caricatures! The 
soundtrack is tedious, everything seems executed in a very 
inhumane and stultifying way… It leaves the viewer with a 
terrible feeling. Everything is the worst and all politicians 
are corrupt. And yet, Đikić does not confront the import-
ant stuff in journalism. It is not true that it is all that gloomy. 
There are good stories, too. Fine, it’s not a documenta-
ry series, but they still could’ve highlighted some positive  
moments as well.

? Perhaps it was Matanić and Đikić’s  
intent to show that aspect of Croatia? 

�
Sure, but it’s not real! It is what I would describe 
as choral music. In other words, if there are no dis-
tinguishable singular voices, then it is a choir that 

they are doing. I like it when singular voices are highlight-
ed because not everything in the choir is as bizarre, as re-
pulsive, as rotten… I am a person who occasionally tends 
to poke at someone, to provoke a reaction, but I don’t like 
this. The director is obviously a master of his craft, I give 
you that, but I think The Paper has given its audience a 
form devoid of any content. As a viewer, I can’t nor want  
to accept that.



?
Is there anything you’re working on nowadays and 
are there any plans for the future? Sadly, your con-
dition makes it difficult to even leave the house, but I 

am sure you find outlets for your creativity.

�
The arthritis sure is challenging! I’m on the move 
all the time, convinced there is no need for a cane. 
When I am at home, I don’t like watching films on 

the computer or the TV. I would love to have my own private 
screening room, with a big screen, so that I can truly unwind 
and enjoy the film. But that is too idealistic. I do have plans 
to create, though! I want to write about my grandpa, Mi-
lan Zmajić, who was a Major in the Royal Yugoslav Army. He 
was arrested in 1942 and taken to the Mauthausen Concen-
tration Camp, where he was killed in November 1944. There 
were times when I’d call him ‘my phantom grandfather’ in 
front of my mother, since I used to hear many stories about 
him, but he was killed before I was born. At any rate, that’d 
be a memorabilia, closer to fiction than reality. I have his 
tie, medals and honours, officer sabre, photographs, pock-
et watch and an ornament plate that I used to eat soup out 
of as a child. Don’t get me wrong, this would not be about 
searching for some kind of truth, nor about creating a fam-
ily myth. I don’t even want to commit to credibility. I simply 
want to write an essay of sorts with fictional elements, and 
put to paper all of these collected items that used to be-
long to my grandfather. I’d call that work ‘M’.

?
 
As in, for example, Dial M for Murder? 

�
Good job! Great how you immediately thought of 
an association. Of course I want to fuse it all in a 
way that would be interesting for the reader. I al-

so want to do a film project about Joseph Goebbles, a 
man with a very interesting biography, but focusing on the 
1922 – 1932 period. What’s fascinating here, is that he was 
friends with Franz Kafka, two years prior to Kafka’s death. 



Both were cineastes, they used to watch films together. Al-
so, I find it amusing that Goebbles, a Scorpio, used to be a 
‘ladies’ man.

? When do you plan on bringing  
those ideas to fruition? 

�
I’m not going to force myself. Creating makes me 
feel good, in a hedonistic way. It’s what I want to do 
without any pressure. Besides, whenever you finish 

something, you’re never completely satisfied with it. This 
way, while I create something, I am enjoying myself and 
avoiding boredom.

TR ANSLAT ED BY MIRO FRAKIĆ

ALDO PAQUOLA
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97  The CLOSING of 
 ZAGREB’S KINO 
EUROPA or WHEN  
 THINKING GOES  
 out of STYLE

WRITTEN BY MARIJAN KRIVAK

W
hat’s it like when you understand the world as… 
CINEMA? When everyone around you — in this so-
called ’reality’ — seem like terrible actors stuck in 

‘the worst of all possible worlds’? Some might think the 
Schopenhauerian aphorism being applied to this context 
as exaggerated. SURE, of course, if we were to accept that 
the only thing left here was to be ‘sensible’ and make peace 
with that which ‘exists for real’. However, anyone who has 
truly come to know the magic of cinemas and their dark, 
the magic of its prime ‘resident’ (film), cannot see reali-
ty as ‘real’. Overly dramatic? Sure, but for the author of 
these lines, such a viewpoint remains the only possibili-
ty, along with the ‘transcendental power of imagination’, 
which is related to the topic I am taking up here.

L
ast year was the year of a fated reckoning with a 
venue in Zagreb (but also in my mind). Sometime 
at the end of May, Cinema EUROPA ceased all 

screening activities. The space that had stood as the cen-
tral bastion of resistance against the ruralisation of Croa-
tia’s capital for many years now became but an unsightly 
junkyard wrapped in dirty scaffold tarp. True, I had my ini-
tial qualms about the cinema at Varšavska Street — which 
was probably due to my Benjamin-like melancholy na-



ture — when it underwent a name change; once known by 
the title of the first single of the Yugoslav new wave rock 
band AZRA (Balkan; ‘One day I am gone… never to arrive’), 
there was it, the dawn of a new geo-political reality upon 
us, Cinema EUROPA. Still, I accepted it as my own. (Must 
be because of my my own limitations regarding Eurocen-
tric thought I personally ascribed to!) For, one might say, 
this CINEMA, in the very heart of Zagreb, marked a rite of 
passage of sorts for my mind workings.

W
hen I grew out of my early teen years and moved 
out of my old neighbourhood, when I outgrew vis-
its to cinemas such as Otokar Keršovani (a cin-

ema in Švarcova Street which predominantly screened 
children films on weekends), followed by Partizan, Studio 
and Mosor, my ‘weekend matinees’ were now being reli-
giously spent at the Student Centre (SC)… But, truly, there 
was no other art house cinema better, more intimate or 
thought-provoking than the magic dark of Cinema Bal-
kan. (Fuck it! Greece is, after all, the cradle of Western 
civilization!) The films that first come to mind when I think 
about it are masterpieces such as John Mackenzie’s The 
Long Good Friday (1980) and Wim Wenders’ Paris, Texas 
(1983), and then also films I’d return to many times, Neil 
Jordan’s Mona Lisa (1986) and David Lynch’s Blue Velvet 
(1986); these all were brought to me from the cinematic 
depths of Varšavska Street.

A
nd that’s all but a brief glimpse into its ancient his-
tory. Inspired by the film theory classes I attend-
ed at university, held by our seminal film scholar 

Ante Peterlić, I came to discover the wonders of KINOTEKA 
at Kordunska Street, and MM Centre at the Student Cen-
tre later on, where artist Ivan Ladislav Galeta and musi-
cian Dragan Pajić Pajo programmed my initiation into the 
world of experimental cinema. And still, following the na-
tional upset, now in a sovereign and independent Cro-
atia, even when the said name change occurred — as a 
consequence of the authentic desire for emancipation of 



the ethnic group which I (barely) belong to by birth — the 
centre of my cinematic universe remained the same. Why 
was it just Cinema EUROPA that came to be the confluence 
of my cinephilic predilections? Truth be told, I don’t re-
ally know what was truly behind it… But at some point in 
my life, with the cinematheque moved to the less central 
Tuškanac, the Varšavska venue stood strong as the site of 
RESISTANCE against the CLOUT of CineStar, Cineplexx, and 
all other multiplexes that kept popping all over the coun-
try, standing witnesses to the provenance of ‘the society 
of the spectacle’. Here I refer to Godard’s thesis claiming 
that all of us who think, read and write about cinema stand 
as part of a resistance against such a ‘world’.

S
o, after I again started writing about film to a great-
er extent, it was this space where I would come and 
spend my dear time not only to familiarise myself 

with many chapters from the history of cinema, but also ex-
perience what contemporary cinema ‘had to offer’, right 
here and right now. (Hence my reference above to Kant’s 
Einbildungskraft, in the sense of all transgression of pure 
forms of sensorial maturity, i.e. space as well as time!) For 
all of us who were eager to find out more about non-Holly-
wood cinema, EUROPA was the Mecca that appealed to us. 
(With Cinema Tuškanac being Medina!)

A
nd so at last, I come to the crucial detail about the 
cinema that disappeared from the face of Zagreb 
in 2019, namely an inscription that stood on the 

cinema: ’THINK WHAT YOU SEE’. In a world that ‘claims/pur-
ports (?)’  to be real, THINKING seems out of style. (That said, 
thinking wasn’t a popular activity with many people even 
in ancient Greece, whose laws once sentenced the best 
amongst them to a death by hemlock!) YES, YES… I come 
from the planet of philosophy as an intruder in the world 
of writing about cinema. Everything I touch (upon) with 
my ink (even when it’s digital) ‘reeks’ of philosophia. When 
I go to the cinema and when I watch films, my approach 
is very subjective in nature (after all, is anything else even 



possible!?) as I attempt to extract but perhaps, more of-
ten than not, PROJECT an IDEA onto it. For sure, some orig-
inary film critics might find it annoying but there is no way 
of escaping oneself. Throughout my writing, I proclaim the 
thesis CINEMA = AUTEUR CINEMA as my heirloom, i.e. I  VIEW 
FILM AS A THINKING FORM. Although there are occasion-
al deviations from it, entertainment and show business 
is a domain I very rarely engage with thanks to my, well, 
‘quaint’ personality. Anything different… alter and art… 
new wave and punk… all of these are what tickles my fan-
cy, both in humanities as such and in film watching. And for 
the last ten or so years, EUROPA was where I got the best  
of both worlds.

T
he cinema at Varšavska Street was a slice of cos-
mos that I myself longed to be part of. Therefore, 
one might say the cinema meant THE WORLD. A 

world hardly worst of all possible worlds (Schopenhau-
er). Rather, a world MOST REAL among all existing and tru-
ly parallel ‘worlds of the worlds’, though composed of not 
much more than celluloid illusion and metaphysical mag-
ic. It’s something like when Nietzsche says, ’We have ART 
(lie?!)  lest we perish from the ‘TRUTH’’ . And that ‘truth’ is tell-
ing us that the future is here and now, a certainty of sorts… 
a catastrophe (W. Benjamin, Thesis IX, On the Concept  
of History).

O
n a final note, regardless of my melancholy and 
nostalgic longing for the scorned, I want to believe 
that Cinema EUROPA has not perished for all eter-

nity. That there still remains ‘the principle of hope’ (Bloch) 
which would breathe life into the urban reality of the cap-
ital. That I will see people congregating in front of the old 
(and not some new!) building at Varšavska Street — and 
not only as cast members in the film that I keep ‘playing 
on and on in my head’. I want to believe that subverting 
the existing world doesn’t remain just the title of a bygone 
festival, at a bygone movie theatre, in that (bygone)  home 
town of mine.



KINO EUROPA, ZAGREB

KINO EUROPA, ZAGREB

I, 
a Eurocentric, can still hear the vocals of that 
Balkan band describing ‘Zagreb coming out of  
a slumber’ (as heard in Azra’s 041) . And I hope…  

to hear again, in my own CINEMA CROATIA, the words of  
Azra, ‘be strong and never yield’, as well as — THINK WHAT 
YOU SEE.

TRANSLAT ED BY MIRO FRAKIĆ �



102  On CINEMA 
ATTENDANCE  
(and INCOME)  
 of the CROATIAN 
FILM in CINE - 
MAS in 2019 
 … and MORE

WRIT T EN BY VELJKO KRULČIĆ

H
aving counted the number of viewers of Croatian 
feature films of the past year, we have reached a 
maximum of 260,000 cinema-goers. Specifically, ac-

cording to the statistics we have received from the distrib-
utors, or rather those shared by the national box office (up-
dated every Monday), the results for 2019 are as follows:

A
ntun Vrdoljak’s General (General)  � 74.3 thousand 
viewers (grossed 2.5 million HRK); Vinko Brešan’s 
What a Country! (Koja je ovo država)  � 58.2 thou-

sand viewers (1.75 million HRK); Dražen Žarković and Ma-
rina Andree Škop’s My Grandpa Is An Alien (Moj dida je 
pao s Marsa) � 29 thousand viewers (642,000 HRK); Predrag 
Ličina’s Last Serb in Croatia (Posljednji Srbin u Hrvatskoj) 
� 28 thousand viewers (835,000 HRK), Dana Budisavlje-
vić’s The Diary of Diana B. (Dnevnik Diane Budisavljević) � 
26.6 thousand viewers (580,000 HRK), Ljubomir Kerekeš’s 
Keep Calm and Snap (Ufuraj se i pukni)  � 17.4 thousand 
viewers (534,000 HRK); Ljubo Zdjelarević’s Go, Went, Gone 
(Ideš? Idem!)  � 8.1 thousand viewers (259,000 HRK); Anto-



nio Nuić’s Mali � 5.5 viewers (156,000 HRK); Ivan Goran Vi-
tez’s Extracurricular (Dopunska nastava)  � 5.4 thousand 
viewers (140,000 HRK); Eduard Galić’s For Good Old Times 
(Za ona dobra stara vremena)  � 3.5 viewers (100,000 HRK); 
Bobo Jelčić’s All Alone (Sam samcat)  � 1.5 thousand view-
ers (33,000 HRK); Filip Peruzović, Dubravka Turić and Filip 
Mojzeš’s omnibus Deep Cuts (Duboki rezovi) � 553 view-
ers (11,000 HRK); Dario Pleić’s Home (Dom) � 458 viewers 
(12,000 HRK); Anđelo Jurkas’ Till the End of Death (Do kraja 
smrti) �  207 viewers (6,000 HRK).

A
longside the titles listed above was Sara Hribar and 
Marko Šantić’s film Lada Kamenski, but the num-
bers for attendance and gross income are not avail-

able. The film did not appear on the box-office list (which 
encompasses the twenty most successful films of the past 
weekend). We’ve tried to contact the production in charge, 
Sekvenca, but there was no response.

W
e hope the reason is neither extremely low ratings, 
nor the fact that Lada Kamenski might have joined 
those Croatian films whose gross income (which 

also includes viewers with purchased tickets) is within two 
digits, like Goran Rušinović’s The World’s Greatest Mon-
ster (Svjetsko čudovište, 2003) or Kristijan Milić’s Dead Fish 
(Mrtve ribe, 2017).

F
ilms like Zagreb Equinox (Zagrebački ekvinocij) by 
Svebor Mihael Jelić, Summerhouse (Ljetnikovac) 
by Damir Čučić and Last Days of Summer (Posl-

jednji dani ljeta)  by Damir Radić were screened mostly on 
specific occasions, which hardly classifies as limited dis-
tribution.

C
ontrary to many conclusions, eulogies and the im-
posed idea which is — based on such cinema num-
bers — perpetuated in the public sphere to be ‘a 

successful cinema year’, primarily in the state-owned media 
(HRT, Hina), and partly in the mainstream press, the number 



of 260,000 is disappointing. Thus, it can hardly anticipate a 
brighter future potential. The cinema admissions potential 
of Croatian films in 2019 was far greater than the achieved 
numbers at box offices. In fact, maybe it had the biggest 
potential since Croatian independence.

W
e consider that The Diary of Diana B., Keep Calm 
and Snap, and General, should be satisfied with 
the gross-income at the box office, especially Gen-

eral in the context of the critical (and public) harakiri that 
the film has seen at the Pula Film Festival and afterward. 
Others have failed miserably or more than miserably.

P
ersonally, our expectations included at least half 
a million viewers, although the optimistic ones 
were wishing for a bigger number (it ought to be 

taken into consideration that new films by Ognjen Sviličić 
and Dalibor Matanić were also supposed to arrive in cine-
mas). That was supposed to make 2019 the ’year when the 
audiences finally returned to the domestic film’, a turning 
point of sorts.

T
he foundation for such expectations comprised 
the following: the films themselves, the names and 
relevance of their directors, their genre eclecti-

cism, which presumably addresses all the segments of the 
cinema-audience, the media support our cinema luckily 
enjoys, especially in the mainstream media, marketing, at 
least three certain hits (films that are certainly going to tri-
umph in cinemas), the budgets the films and their produc-
ers had, and finally, there is the fact that these films, cho-
sen by art advisors of Croatian Audiovisual Centre (‘HAVC’), 
were co-financed by HAVC with a budget of 400 – 600 thou-
sand euros. At the same time, twenty to thirty other proj-
ects were rejected. 

W
ithout having the chance to see them, and led by a 
good insight of the projects, our expectations for 
the number of viewers were as follows: 120 – 150,000 



viewers of General, at least 100,000 viewers of What a 
Country, 70 – 80,000 viewers of My Grandpa Is An Alien, 
50 – 60,000 viewers of both The Last Serb in Croatia and Ex-
tracurricular and 25 – 30,000 viewers of Mali and For Good 
Old Times. Also, it was expected of the producers and di-
rectors to give their best regarding the promotion and dis-
tribution of art films like All Alone or Deep Cuts, and finally, 
yield 5,000 – 10,000 viewers per film.

I
t is interesting to observe how our colleagues did 
not consider the total number of viewers in their 
annual reviews of the Croatian films, let alone with 

any comparison to other cinema markets. Rather, they have 
listed the number of viewers for certain films (and erred 
in calculations). They have compared the 2019 attendance 
with the 2018 box-office numbers (which was a catastroph-
ic year), which was supposed to trigger the narrative about 
the ’return of the audiences to Croatian film.’

T
he modest-sounding 260 thousand viewers is best 
understood if we take a look at our closest neigh-
bour, whose market is more or less complementa-

ry to the Croatian one, though ours is infrastructure-wise 
far more advanced.

T
he country is Serbia. In their cinemas in 2019, a sin-
gle Serbian film entitled Taxi Blues (Taxi bluz) by the 
director Miroslav Stamatov, was seen by more peo-

ple than all of the listed Croatian films cumulatively. Over 
272,000 paying viewers saw Taxi Blues! The second Serbi-
an film on the list is The Balkan Line (Balkanska međa) — a 
Russian-Serbian, or rather Serbian-Russian co-production 
which is regarded as a domestic film — directed by Andrej 
Volgin, which was seen by 257,000 cinema-goers. 

T
he top five viewed Serbian cinema films count-
ed as much as 750,000 viewers. It should be not-
ed that we have exclusively considered the titles 

whose distribution had started in 2019. As a side note, the 



two most-viewed Serbian 2018 films together count over 
820,000 viewers — South Wind (Južni vetar)  by Miroslav 
Avramović was viewed by 618,000 people, whereas King 
Petar of Serbia (Kralj Petar I)  by Petar Ristovski was seen 
by 202,000 people.

A
longside Taxi Blues and The Balkan Line, the re-
mainder of the top five most viewed 2019 domestic 
films in Serbia are Military Academy 5 (Vojna aka-

demija 5), The Team (Ekipa)  by Marko Sopić (73,300), and 
The Common Story (Realna priča)  by Gordan Kičić (54,000).

I
t should also be noted that Goran Marković’s art-
house film Delirium Tremens (Delirijum tremens)  was 
seen by 12,400 people, Mladen Matičević’s docu-

mentary film Heavenly Theme (Nebeska tema)  was seen by 
10,300 people, while Stitches (Šavovi)  (a film which the au-
thor of this text finds to be the best Serbian film of 2019) by 
Miroslav Terzić was seen by 12,600 cinema-goers.

I
t does not hurt to mention three Croatian films 
(Serbia was a minor co-producer in all three) which 
had their distribution in the Serbian cinemas, with 

unimaginably different results. Per aspera ad astra (read 
as: from dark to light, or through hardships to the stars): 
Brešan’s What A Country had an incredibly low attendance: 
576 viewers (grossed 1,500 euros). Last Serb in Croatia was 
more modest than expected, but still not embarrassing 
8011 viewers (grossed 22,000 euros). The turnout for The Di-
ary of Diana B. (still being screened) has surpassed even 
the most optimistic expectations with 22,990 viewers and 
grossed over 67,000 euros!

F
urthermore, should we place the Croatian cine-
ma-attendance results within the context of the 
overall Croatian feature cinema (which has re-

cently turned 75 years of age) — which started in 1944 with 
Oktavijan Miletić’s Lisinski — the results would look even 
more modest.



W
e could detect dozens of films with excellent, very 
good or merely good turnouts, especially those 
filmed before 1990. For example, Master of His Own 

Body (Svoga tela gospodar, 1957) by Fedor Hanžeković 
was seen by 1.4 million viewers of the former Yugoslav cin-
ema. Veljko Bulajić’s Train Without a Timetable (Vlak bez 
voznog reda, 1959) was seen by 1.1 million viewers, where-
as Kota 905  by Mate Relja was seen by a million. Television 
was surely not as widespread, but the viewers considered 
the film an important and valuable medium, so we should 
not even tackle the embarrassing admissions of contem-
porary films made in Croatia. It would be pointless. 

T
he best proof of a giant step back of the Croatian 
cinema in terms of production and distribution, 
without any unnecessary philosophizing or travel-

ing back in the deep past, is an ad hoc datum about Bog-
dan Žižić’s 197 7 film Don’t Lean out the Window (Ne nag-
inji se van) . The Pula laureate was seen by 37,000 viewers  
only in Zagreb!

C
ompare the opening weekend of Žižić’s film with 
the overall admissions of the 2018 Pula Film Festi-
val winner Mali by Antonio Nuić. The numbers are 

inexorable. There was no PR (what Croatian cinema of to-
day depends on). Objectively, nothing can be done here 
to help it. In addition to the stated, Nuić’s film was exploit-
ed to the extreme at the Europa cinema before the venue 
had to shut its doors in June of 2019.

W
e should remind ourselves and document it at the 
end of this year’s review that the HAVC art advisors 
had predicted what is colloquially known as the 

future of approved cinema films when it comes to certain 
titles we wrote about.

D
ean Šoša and Dalibor Matanić said the follow-
ing about The Last Serb in Croatia: ’It won’t lose 
the status of a great cinema hit.’ They said an al-



most identical thing about General: ’The film should be  
a big cinema hit in Croatia.’

J
elena Paljan and Dean Šoša had the following hopes 
for What A Country: ’We hope it will become the 
funniest comedy of the independent state. In the 

pre-production stage of Extracurricular, they assumed that 
’it could become the first contemporary Croatian cinema 
blockbuster among those films which are neither children’s 
films nor comedies.’ They were unambiguous about Mali: ’The 
film is halfway between being a festival and cinema film, so it 
could do well on both battlefields of the Croatian cinema.’

O
ur attitude is, as any other serious cinema business 
critic’s attitude would be, that in the current situation 
a cinema hit is a film that is seen by at least 60 thou-

sand, but realistically 80 thousand viewers. A big hit is the 
one seen by at least 100,000 viewers, while a blockbuster film 
should not be seen by less than 120 – 130 thousand people.

N
aturally, it is HAVC’s and its art advisors’ legitimate 
right (who, lest we forget, have the pharaonic au-
thority, as their decisions are definitive and binding) 

to view the terms hit or cinema-success assumes — let’s car-
icature the situation a bit — attendance of more than 5, 10 or 
15,000 people, whereas a big hit would be considered a film 
that was seen by more than 20 or 25,000 cinema-goers. 

M
atanić and Šoša said the following about Deep Cuts 
to approve its co-financing: ’A well-thought-of thrill-
er or horror that could yield a lot of success at festi-

vals and in cinemas.’ Unfortunately, when it comes to cine-
ma success, the esteemed advisors missed the whole point. 
Not only did Deep Cuts not succeed in cinemas, but they’ve 
come to witness what is considered to be a flop in theatri-
cal distribution and screening. It was seen by only 553 peo-
ple who would pay 20 HRK (3 EUR) per ticket on average.
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